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Event Safety Alliance Event Safety 
Summit 2015 Recap
Story by Shelby Cude, Photos by Nicholas Karlin

This past December, industry professionals from all 
over the globe gathered in Lititz, Pennsylvania for 
the 2nd Annual Event Safety Summit, hosted by The 
Event Safety Alliance. Checking their competitive 
agendas at the door, nearly 200 attendees repre-
senting every inch of the event industry sat under the 
massive roof of rehearsal venue Rock Lititz to en-
gage in three days of discussion on issues related to 
safety at live events. From crowd management tac-
tics, to safe pyrotechnics practices, to severe weather 
plans, to current and future technical standards, an 
elite group of presenters took the stage to share their 
expertise, and issued a call to action to improve the 
culture of safety and protect the lives of those work-
ing within the industry.

Production Director and Event Safety Alliance Presi-
dent, Jim Digby, started off the event by reminding 
those in attendance of why the ESA exists in the first 
place. Following the devastating stage roof collapse 
at the Indiana State Fair in August 2011 that killed 
7 and injured man others, a number of event pro-
fessionals came together to form what eventually 
became the Alliance. Believing that lasting cultural 
change must come from within the industry – as op-
posed to through top-down regulations - the Alliance 
set out to identify and promote reasonable safety 
practices applicable to a wide swath of the industry 
sectors. Referencing the ESA’s motto, “Life Safety 
First,” Executive Director, Dr. Don Cooper, outlined 
this year’s theme, “The Way Forward,” and the many 
presentations and speakers to follow.

We heard from ESA Vice President and attorney, Ste-
ven Adelman, as he reminded us of all of the safety 
measures we should be thankful for, such as check-
lists and trigger charts and written response plans. 
We listened to former London Metropolitan Police 

officer, Eric Stuart, as he explained the mathematics 
involved in determining crowd size, and why num-
bers alone are insufficient to predicting and prevent-
ing potential issues. We applauded Professor Emma 
Parkinson of Bucks New University in the UK, as she 
explained near-miss and accident reporting in the 
development of an effective safety culture, challeng-
ing the industry’s taboo that “the show must go on.”

University Meteorologist, Kevin Kloesel, of the Okla-
homa University Office of Emergency Prepared-
ness demonstrated how little we understand when 
it comes to “predicting” the weather and strategies 
for evacuating outdoor events in case of emergency. 
“Nobody comes to a venue thinking something bad 
is going to happen,” said Kloesel. However, the long 
list of disasters detailed by Pyrotek’s Chief Operat-
ing Officer, Bob Ross, Designer and Founder, Doug 
Adams, and Director of Regulatory Compliance, 
Fiona Thain, in their overview on pyrotechnic safety 
demonstrate that bad things do occur when safety 
considerations are minimized.

The event also featured an overview of the ESA’s 
Event Safety Access Training (ESAT) Core Program, 
introduced by Dr. Don Cooper and David Calderone. 
Launching January 11th, 2016 prior to the Tour Link 
Conference in Palm Springs, California, this one-day 
course will provide practical health and safety train-
ing for entry-level personnel working in the live event 
industry. Additional discussion topics at the Event 
Safety Summit included UAV use at events, safety 
issues related to temporary structures, as well as 
several case studies on incidents and responses at 
past event.

After each presentation the floor was opened for the 
audience to ask questions of the presenters, and to 
share their own concerns and experiences related to 
safety. Hearing from others in the room provided the 
opportunity to learn from each other, and fostered a 
sense of unified purpose among the group that the 
ESA hopes will drive the conversation long after the 
Summit concludes.

Closing out the Summit, Jim Digby left the group 
with a single, powerful statement – that true leaders 
empower others to do the right thing.  For those that 
presented and participated in the 2015 Event Safety 
Summit, Tour Link thanks you for taking the initiative 
to actively promote life safety first.
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1R Touring, LLC
51 North Productions Ltd
AC Entertainment
Advanced Staging Productions
Alive Risk
Allianz Global Corporate & Specialty
Ascend Insurance Brokerage
Atomic Design
Axis Security
Backstage Support Services
Bill Kenney Productions
Boston 4 Productions
BoydDesign, Inc.
Brown United
Caltex LLC
Capitol Staging and Production Solutions Inc
Chris Lisle Lighting Design
CMA
Columbus McKinnon Corporation
CommPower
Contemporary Services Corporation
CrowdRx
Daytona International Speedway
Deftones
Dover Motorsports Inc
Emergency Planning College
Entertainment Structures Group
EPS
ESI GLOBAL LLC
Event Intelligence Group
Feats, Inc.
Founders Entertainment
Furman University
Geiger Engineers
Geo-centric Consulting, Inc.
Green Mtn. Concert Services, Inc.
Hargrove, Inc.
Hub International
IATSE
Image Engineering
Integro USA Inc
JHE Production Group
JLW Productions, Inc
KEL EXECUTIVE SERVICES
Lambda Productions
Leadbelly Steamboat
Linder
Linkin Park
Live! Technologies LLC
Main Light Industries

Merriweather Post Pavilion
Mojo Concerts / VVEM
Mountain Productions, Inc.
National Council For The Traditional Arts
Northwestern Media - UNW
OU Office of Emergency Preparedness
PLASA
Private Weather Consultant
Production Glue
Production Services Association
Productions On Point
PSAV
Pyrotecnico FX
Pyrotek
Red Bull Air Race GmbH
Reed Rigging, Inc.
Reverse Thread, Inc.
Roark Special Projects
Sepsis Rigging
Sellers Health + Safety
Seminole Hard Rock Hotel & Casino Hollywood
SFX Entertainment, Inc
Sledge Productions
Sol Management Services
Stealth Production Support, Inc.
Steve Lemon & Associates
Superfly Presents
Tait Towers
Target Corporation
The Crowd Management Company LLC
The Event Safety Shop
The Production Network
The Security Company
Theta ConsultingLLC
This Is It! Stage works, LLC
Inc Productions
Tour Link Conference
Tour Link Magazine
TruWeather Solutions
Under Armour
United States Capitol Police
Upstage Video
US Open
Vantreo Insurance Brokerage
VenuWorks
VER Tour Sound
Von Braun Center
Walmart
Weather Decisions Technologies
Take 1 Insurance

SPECIAL thanks to all that attended THE ESA EVENT SAFETY 
SUMMIT 2015!  Hope to see you again  in 2016!
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Tour Link Program

EdiToriaLs

ConTEnTs
J a n u a r y  2 0 1 6   / /   I s s u e  1

8   // Welcome to Tourlink !

22 // Golf Tournament

28 // JABOR Service Day

30 // Opening Night

34 // Lunch Sponsors

36 // Transportation Outing

46 // Panel Sessions

52 // Top Dog Awards

28 // OSA International

2   // ESA Recap

18 // OSA Article

21 // Rock Lititz

25 // Star Gift Alliance

26 // Tour Badgers

32 // G2 Mobile Structures

40 // Latitude 45

42 // Van Y Tours

44 // Fly Victor

48 // Ultimate Ears

50 // JABOR Vanguard Prize           
            Recipient: Jack Healey

22 // Star Gift Alliance 14 // Tour Badgers

22 // G2 Mobile Structures 48 // Ultimate Ears UE18’s
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Larry smiTh PubLishEr

shELby CudE EdiTor

sTaff

As the saying goes, out with the old and in with the new! With the start of the New Year, we’ve retired our 8 year old monthly magazine, 
Mobile Production Monthly, and are excited to be launching a new publication, Tour Link Magazine, at our annual Tour Link Confer-
ence 2016. 

With almost 50 years of experience in the Industry, I’ve watched it grow in ways I could have never imagined, much like we’ve all 
watched Tour Link grow into the 800 attendee, three day conference that it’s become. What started as an small Industry party has 
matured into a multi-day event in which many have left with new clients, new business partners, new careers, and new friends. We 
have evolved as the Industry has evolved, because of the hundreds of people that care to not only watch the Industry progress, but 
to play an active role in it’s evolution.

While Tour Link Conference is once a year, Tour Link Magazine, is monthly and this year is available for download onto any iOS, An-
droid, Kindle, and Nook device, so you can stay connected to up-to-date news stories, featured productions, and personnel highlights.

At the end of the day it all boils down to the people; the twenty-something year old tour manager with a bare bone budget, the expert 
FOH engineer or LD that’s been around the world with the biggest acts in live production more times than they can count, the travel 
agents and cargo companies that makes the tour move in the first place, and everybody else that allows the show to go on.

To the thousands of Production Industry professionals, of hotel reps and travel agents, of event caterers and security personnel, of 
marketing creatives and “bean counters”; to some of the crew members that I’ve been fortunate to interview backstage and photo-
graph, and to the Presidents and Vice Presidents and Marketing Directors that I’ve sent a novels worth of emails to, and to the many 
more I haven’t met yet, I have to start by saying, “Thank you.” 

Thank you for embracing a young face and sharing some of the tricks of the trade with me so that I may share them with others. Thank 
you for being open-minded to change and willing to contribute your constructive criticism for the greater good of the Industry. Thank 
you for picking this publication up and for attending Tour Link and being a part of our family—because by doing so you’re pushing to 
make this Industry better than it was yesterday.  We are so thankful for all of our Sponsors, for supporting our Conference, as well as 
our Advertisers supporting this Publication as it is a monthly continuation of Tour Link, a place to visit old friends and to learn of new 
things, and introduce and re-introduce oneself to the Industry. 

In closing, I urge each of you to contribute your voice, your concerns, your expertise, and to inspire us all to do better and be better 
people. There are so many stories to be told (now that we’re out of the ‘80s) and so much light to be shed on the movers-and-shakers 
of this industry, individuals and companies alike. As we’re looking at filling up Tour Link Magazine’s pages with new and exciting stories 
for 2016, do not hesitate to reach out to me with any submissions or ideas…

Director of Operations … Lori DeLancey - officemanager@mobileproductionpro.com
Accountant …............... Sharon Baldwin - accounting@mobileproductionpro.com

Layout / Design … Warehouse Multimedia Inc.- ph: 615.420.6153 • f: 866.929.9651 
  3050 Business Park Circle suite 500 Goodlettsville, TN 37072   
  www.warehousemultimedia.com
   Websites  Graphic Design  Online Marketing  Video
Contributing Writers … ...........Shelby Cude     Peter Ferguson Scott DeLancey Debra Preitkis-Jones
Contributing Photographers … Shelby Cude Nicholas Karlin 

larrysmith@tourguidemag.com

editor@mobileproductionpro.com
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Thank You 
To Our Sponsors{
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Thank You 
To Our Sponsors

{
Change your perspective.
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Welcome To Tour Link!

Welcome to the annual Tour Link Conference, this year hosted 
by the JW Marriott Resort in sunny Palm Springs, California! From January 
11-14th we’re gathered here to join in camaraderie, sharing laughs, 
experiences, and expertise all for the sake of making the concert tour-
ing industry and related industries, better. From our annual golf tournament, 
to non-profit organization Just A Bunch Of Roadies, hosting a service day 
project to benefit Pegasus Therapeutic Riding Center, a motorcycle and 
sports car run up to Joshua Tree and back, to two days of valuable panel 
sessions and workshops, a transportation outing highlight the newest forms 
of private jet charters, busses and vans, and ending with the annual Top 
Dog Awards, there’s something for everybody.
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None of this would be made possible if it weren’t first for our invalu-
able sponsors, most notably our Title and Co-Title Sponsors

OSA International, Inc., your touring partner, makes 
your vision a reality with superior sound reinforcement, engi-
neering, multimedia and video displays, along with compre-
hensive technical direction and production services.Our cli-
ents receive the highest quality of service, technology, and 
more importantly the best talent in the industry to execute 
flawlessly. Our reputation is unmatched in the industry for pro-
viding the ultimate client and audience experience. OSA has 
offices in Chicago, Las Vegas, and Nashville.

Title Sponsor

Co-Title Sponsors

BackStage Networks is THE IT expert and premium Radio Rental company for tours, 
festivals and events. With over 20 years experience in providing large and complex tempo-
rary data networking infrastructure and support, we are the most experienced and capable 
service provider for live events on the planet. As the original architect of the Mobile Office 
platform for Tours, we continue to be the key innovator in this space. As an authorized Mo-
torola Solutions partner, with stock of only premium Motorola gear and provide a variety of 
radio communications services to the industry.

Delta Air Lines serves more than 170 million customers each year. With 
its unsurpassed global and the Delta Connection® carriers offer service to 
more than 340 destinations in nearly 60 countries on six continents.

PRG Nocturne - Multi-camera shoots of live music events at the arena and outdoor sta-
dium level. Custom LED and/or projection in various configurations and resolutions. Video 
displays are positioned strategically to support and enhance the live show’s audience experi-
ence. Tour after tour, many of the world’s most famous Pop artists rely on us for our expertise 
and road tested solutions. Our talented and experienced crews, directors and engineers work 
together with Artist clients to deliver award-winning results at live shows both domestically 
and internationally. Nocturne® has received top awards multiple times, year after year, by the 
music and live touring industry.

At Prevost, we share your passion for excellence in mobile real estate, 
and the “Ultimate Class” is evident in every vehicle we build. It is proven 
by more than eight decades of industry leadership, and by our uncom-
promising passion for excellence. This passion for excellence is in our 
products - that are the benchmark for structural integrity, durability, reli-
ability, safety, environmental care, and driving pleasure. It’s in our process-
es - from innovative design, to rigorous engineering, to exhaustive quality 
control and testing. And it’s in our people - from our manufacturing, sales 
and marketing to our Regional Service Centers. Their depth of expertise in 
building and maintaining coaches is second to none.

Rock Lititz - The 96-acre production campus is designed with all of your entertainment 
needs in mind. Uniting various creative resources, the collaboration promoted by Rock Lititz 
strives to generate a one-of-a-kind community that will push live events to the next level. 
From design, engineering, and manufacturing through production rehearsals and beyond, 
Rock Lititz encompasses every step of the production process. Anchored by the largest, 
strongest rehearsal space in the world, the Studio joins Clair Global, Tait Towers and other 
industry leaders in calling Lititz, PA home.

Opus - We strive to be the most honest and passionate full-service creative content agency 
and production house. We host a team of the most talented individuals who are respectful, 
collaborative, and easy to get along with. A full-service team of directors, writers, animators, 
and editors who are full of love for their craft, clients, and co-workers.

Videography Partners
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Secondly, Tour Link wouldn’t be possible without our dedicated 
crew and volunteers! Made up of industry veterans and up-and-comers, we’re 

so lucky and so thankful to have such a wonderful group of individuals that work all year 

long of making this conference happen year after year.

As the Publisher/Owner/Chief Architect of Tour Link Conference and Tour Link Magazine, Larry’s watched his dream build for 
many years. His first professional gig was in 1968 in Rome, Italy and after taking a break from the Industry, he returned full 
force in 1980 and hasn’t looked back.

A message from Larry: “Here we are, assembled once again to share ideas, companionship and to challenge each other to 
continue to build a safer, more professional and hopefully more profitable Industry. The power of building and renewing relation-
ships is the heart of this event and the foundation upon which I have tried to build my business. This is what it’s all about to 
me—smiling faces, seeing new and old friends and the spirit that drives us all is here and I love it. My advice to anyone who 
wants to get into our Industry is simple: get a good education and seek out opportunities to gain personal hands-on experience. 
Ask questions. Watch and listen to the pros. The more you understand the names of the companies in the business, the primary 
people in them and what they do, the better prepared you will be.”

Lori DeLancey, formerly Lori Meadows lives and works in Nashville, TN as Tour Link Conference’s Event Director. Lori first 
attended Tour Link in 2011 as a volunteer and used every opportunity to introduce and re-introduce herself to anyone 
she made eye contact with. As a volunteer she made herself invaluable and in time was brought on board as the Office 
Manager for the Tour Link Conference and supporting publications, Tour Link Magazine (formerly Mobile Production 
Monthly), and the Road Book, before being named the Director of Operations. With the new additions in our editorial staff 
this year, Lori has been able to move away from the publications and focus on growing Tour Link. “We’ve only just begun 
and I’m very much looking forward to strengthening what we already offer with new ideas new ideas over the next few 
years,” says Lori. “I started in this business as a runner, production assistant and coordinator for Production Manager, Al 
Dotoli, and Promotor, Frank J. Russo in New England before moving to New York and working with both Ron Delsener 
and John Scher’s Metropolitan throughout New York and New Jersey. One of my first tours was as Bobby Schneider’s 
assistant for Judas Priest and to this day, I maintain a number of friendships from my first outings with some great folks 
in the industry and who regularly attend Tour Link.” “While at Tour Link 2016, I highly advise anyone attending for the first 
time, looking for work, or there to introduce their services to new clients to utilize the same strategy I did—if someone 
make eye contact, introduce yourself. At the very least you will make a new contact and in this business, you never know 
where that connection might lead.”

Conference staff

In addition to assisting Event Director, Lori DeLancey, Nick Gold looks after the hotel accommodations, 
meeting rooms, catering and the Transportation BBQ. When not looking after the conference he runs 
a 30 year old travel company looking after Entertainment clients in film, TV and music, in addition to 
vacation, honeymoon and Disney divisions. www.entertainmenttvl.com

Nick Gold
Event Co-Coordinator

Lori DeLancey
Event Director

Larry Smith
Executive Producer
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As Tour Link’s Production Manager two years in a row, Jim Risgin, Vice President of OSA International (Title Sponsor 
for Tour Link) has a passion for delivering a truly extraordinary sound experience for his clients and their audiences 
for over 30 years. He’s been involved in the industry’s evolution, working with new technology from some of the best 
audio manufacturers worldwide—technology that allows him to craft his art of mixing for any type of event, whether 
it’s touring, corporate, sporting, broadcast, or recording—to deliver his clients’ message to every seat in the house 
with precision and clarity. To Jim, there’s no better feeling than designing a system to overcome any venue challenge, 
giving his clients the best possible results.  After attending his first Tour Link, Jim wanted to get more involved and 
support the touring industry. “This is a valuable platform to provide industry professionals with an opportunity to learn 
about what’s ahead in the next generation and find support as well as new mentors, teachers and potential employ-
ment,” says Jim.

Living in Nashville, TN, and working as OSA International’s Lead LED Specialist for Premier Boxing Champions, Scott 
has assisted with the production at Tour Link Conference and photo coverage of the event since 2014. Scott started in 
the industry as a lighting tech at Opryland Theme Park and stagehand/house projectionist for Starwood Amphitheater 
before his touring career ignited with Brad Paisley as a camera operator and LED tech for acts such as Kenny Rogers, 
Carrie Underwood, and Taylor Swift

Chuck Randall has been a long time supporter and attendee of Tour Link and has watched the event grow to be the 
definitive Tour Industry Conference, attended by over 700 touring professionals and vendors from every sector of the 
business. Aside from being Tour Link’s Master of Ceremonies, Randall is the Tour Manager and Tour Accountant for 
Alice In Chains and Korn. With his 30 years of experience, his message to Tour Link attendees is as follows: “Tour 
Link is where touring professionals come together to exchange ideas, share information and have fun in a relaxed 
atmosphere. If you are considering a career in the touring industry, learn your craft from the pros. The best advice I can 
give anyone who wants to be a Production Manager, Tour Manager or Tour Accountant is to start from the bottom and 
work up so you will understand all aspects of touring. The more talented you are at negotiating vendor deals, cutting 
costs and building tour budgets, the better the net return to the artist. This is particularly important as artists spend even 
more on touring as a major source of income. The Tour Link Conference is a great place to network and learn from 
the veterans of our industry. Once you attend, you’ll never want to miss another one.”

During the year Chris is a Tour Manager and FOH Engineer / Consultant. This year he’s returning to Tour Link as the 
Assistant Production Manager to Jim Risgin and looking to take advantage of the many workshops and incredible 
networking opportunities with new attendees and old friends alike. Chris will also be joining Dr. Brezinski in their joint 
non-profit Keep The Beat Alive to certify any and all in CPR and AED. If you want to know more don’t hesitate to reach 
out, on a stage, an airport, or wherever else you happen to find Chris, or just visit www.TourPros.net

Chris Musgraves
Assistant Production Manager

Scott DeLancey
Assistant Production Manager
Photographer

Jim Risgin
Production Manager

Chuck Randall
Master of Ceremonies

Tour Link Conference thanks you
 for your many years of support

Conference Staff
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When he’s not traveling the world with Charlie Puth as his Tour Manager, Taylor is either home in 
Denver, CO and/or assisting Lori DeLancey and the rest of the Tour Link Staff with setting up the Panel 
Sessions. Taylor is a true testament to Tour Link. Fresh out of college he reached out  through the Tour 
Link website to Henry Bordeaux, another Tour Manager who worked on the Panel Sessions for Tour 
Link in 2013, asking if it were worth the money to attend. After tapping into his savings, he made it to 
Tour Link Conference 2013 and effectively used his time to network and ask questions to further his 
career as an aspiring Tour Manager. Attributing a lot of his success to the connections he made at Tour 
Link, he’s back this year for round 4, not only to assist with panels but with two Top Dog nominations 
of his own.

My name is Wendy Catto and I have worked in the entertainment business for 20 years. I started work as a runner 
and went on to gain experience as an assistant stage manager with live theatre shows and as a production assistant/
coordinator for international touring artists on various world tours. I recently added Health & Safety Coordinator for an 
outdoor show to my experience. At a time when safety has moved more to the forefront of our industry, it was a great 
opportunity and experience. My responsibilities with Tour Link are to coordinate the “Honor Roll” (formerly “Those We 
Have Lost”), segment, the Top Dog Hall of Fame Award segment and manage the Registration Desk. I feel that it is 
important to pay homage to our fallen brothers and sisters who have contributed so much to our touring families.  I 
also have a huge amount of respect for the trailblazers of our industry, those who pushed the boundaries, changed 
the landscape, and made contributions that continue to leave a positive footprint.  It is an honor to be working on 
these aspects of the conference which pay tribute to some great people. Some advice: Having goals and experience 
is great, however it is really about working with the people who are right for you. Stay true to yourself, and keep in 
mind the journey to your success may be different then what you imagined, stay flexible!  And don’t let the bastards 
wear you down could actually then fit in here....and I am tempted, but no, let’s skip it....

Mitchell helps to manage Tour Link’s business development efforts by acting as lead panel coordinator and social 
media manager.  He is a charismatic graduate of Indiana University and a technologist at heart. Mitchell most recently 
completed a 90 day tour with The Price is Right Live! He loves working Tour Link every winter because of the com-
munity’s commitment to embracing the industry’s inevitable changes while always putting the safety of fans, crews, 
and artists above all else. 

“Tour Link provides attendees with a unique opportunity to consult industry leaders and experts in order to better 
serve audiences, regulators, and artists alike. The entertainment industry as a whole is safer because of the diverse 
set of individuals, panels and services discussed at Tour Link.”

Below The Bar Productions, Inc. is a full service production company that has been serving Tour Link 
Conference for the last four years. Since 2003 BTB has been specializing in keeping up with new 
production technology while keeping the clients budget in mind at all times. No project is the same 
and BTB, INC hopes it never will be by pushing creative limits to absolute fullest potential. www.
belowthebarproductions.com

Bryan Venhorst is Tour Link Conferences’ Video Director. When he’s not working with Tour Link, Bryan’s the Chief En-
gineer at PRG Nocturne, overseeing design and setup of Camera Flypack systems for concert touring. He’s a master 
of not only putting out the fire, but also rubbing the two sticks together…

Bryan Venhorst
Video Director

Chalie Alves
Video Content Designer

Mitchell Kellman
Panel Coordinator

Taylor Wettlaufer
Panel Coordinator

Wendy Catto
Registration Manager/
Award Show Coordinator

Conference Staff
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Editorial staff

My name is Shelby Carol Cude. Before you say anything…yes, I was named after Carroll Shelby, the inventor of the 
Shelby Mustang. Random, true. Will you forget it? No. My journey with Tour Guide Publications began last year after Tour 
Link (which I knew nothing about) when I was bumped from my flight from Palm Springs to Nashville after photograph-
ing a wedding in Temecula, CA for the weekend. The editor of MPP, JJ Janney, was also bumped and we survived 
a two hour cab ride from hell from Palm Springs Airport to LAX talking about my passion for photography among 
other things. In the midst of the chaos, we hit it off. A week later, I was back stage with Jim Digby, photographing the 
production of Linkin Park’s The Hunting Tour-- still thinking a monitor was one of the “hanging side screens”. Having 
previously photographed all over the country for VOGUE Italia’s stock imaging company Art + Commerce, to now writ-
ing and photographing about the behind the scenes content of major productions for MPP, and being mentored by Lori 
DeLancey in advertising, it’s been a heck of a ride and I’ve absolutely fallen in love with touring community! My advice 
to anyone wanting to turn a passion into a career—set yourself up; invest in the right gear, teach yourself how to use 
it, be able to recognize opportunities and go for them, don’t bite off more than you can chew and be willing to check 
your ego because at the end of the day, it’s not all about you.

I’m Jordan Haymaker from the small town of Pendleton, Indiana, located 30 miles northeast of Indianapolis. Music 
and audio have always been my passion whether it was teaching myself guitar, playing clarinet in band, attending 
numerous concerts, working on-air for my high school’s radio station, or running the soundboard in theater for 
plays. Recently I graduated from Ball State University with a bachelor’s in Telecommunications focusing on Digital 
Audio Production. I’m a fluent Spanish speaker, met JJ while working on a totally unrelated project dealing with 
Puerto Rico, and was given the incredible opportunity to work as a freelance writer for Mobile Production Monthly. 
It’s been a great way to meet people in production while I look for my break into the touring business. I’d love 
nothing more than to make audio and music my career. My advice to others is to develop the same work ethic I 
demand for myself—help out in any way you can and pay attention to the people and opportunities who can help 
you gain the knowledge and experience you need to someday snag a dream job as FOH Engineer or Production 
Manager or whatever yours may be.

Peter Ferguson is a musician, writer, and dog lover based in Nashville, TN.  Raised in colorful Colorado, he sad-
dled up and left for Music City to pursue a career in the touring industry.  Peter recently graduated from Belmont 
University with a Bachelor of Music degree in Commercial Music Performance and began to envelop himself in 
the community of musicians, engineers, and music business entrepreneurs developing amongst his peers.  One of 
these friends was Shelby Cude, who connected him to Lori DeLancey and the rest of the Tour Link crew to work 
as a writer.  Currently on the road as a guitarist, keyboardist, and music director with several regional and national 
touring acts, his hands-on experience provides a unique perspective for his contributions in Tour Link Magazine.

Debi Moen mixes her love of writing and music into a career now spanning three decades in the live entertainment/
concert touring industry. She jumped into the biz in 1986 at Performance Magazine, gravitating toward interviewing 
production pros and lighting designers and ticking the bucket list of seeing many of her musical heroes. She left 
in 1995 as senior editor to join worldwide lighting manufacturer High End Systems as marketing communications 
specialist, handling marketing/PR and serving as a liaison with lighting designers. In mid-2009, she flew solo to 
launch her freelance writing/public relations career. Career honors include technical writing awards from the Society 
of Technical Communicators, various Texas community newspaper awards for feature writing, and a Bachelor of 
Journalism degree.

Shelby Cude
Executive Editor/
Photographer

Jordan haymaker
Writer/
Photographer

Peter Ferguson
Writer

Debi Moen
Guest Writer

Conference Staff
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IN THE RACE
AGAINST TIME, IT’S BEST TO 
RACE IN ONE OF THESE.
Any airline can get you places. Getting you there exactly when they say they’re going to 
is the tricky part. Doing it better than any U.S. airline? That’s something to crow about. 
No wonder more people choose Delta than any other airline.  

Based on DOT Air Travel Consumer Report statistics for domestic flights 7/14 for flights flown and compared to all U.S. carriers reporting flight data to the DOT.

0906415_TourLinkAd_DL-OnTime.indd   1 10/1/15   3:29 PM
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rETurning Volunteers

Hello! My name is Alex Prince, I am a Los Angeles, California native and third generation USC Trojan. I was told about 
Tour Link by one of my professors in a Music Industry class and I cannot be more thankful for the opportunities that 
followed. I volunteered at Tour Link as a production intern and also got to help out with the registration team. I met 
countless professionals who still make time to help me out and answer questions as I continue my quest into the mu-
sic industry world. Since Tour Link, I have been able to get hands-on experience with the Road to Radio Disney Music 
Awards, the ESPY’s Awards Official After-Party, Big Sean at the STAPLES Center, Nick Jonas on the Ellen Show and at 
The Wiltern Theater, BassCamp Music Festival, and EDC Las Vegas.  All of these experiences stemmed from relation-
ships made at Tour Link. Lasting results of my volunteerism are still clearly evident through my ongoing internship at 
Production Club, a position that my Tour Link experience greatly aided me with. Tour Link taught me the importance 
of putting myself out there, making lasting relationships, and always taking advantage of the opportunities out there.  
One job will always lead to another, and Tour Link is the best first step that anybody can take if they’re serious about 
the music industry.  I can’t wait to work Tour Link 2016!

My name is Antoine Cholette, I’m from Ottawa, Canada, and attended Tour Link in January 2015. Prior to the con-
ference, I had worked as a freelance tech and stagehand. I volunteered for Tour Link to get more involved with the 
concert industry and meet new people. While I was there, I had the chance to meet with Bob Ross, COO of Pyrotek 
Special Effects Inc. He was willing to try me out as a special effects technician and I have been working there full-
time since June.  I hoped to find employment with an industry leading enterprise that uses cutting edge technology.  
Pyrotek was the answer as it is a successful and growing business. I am grateful to come to work every morning 
and learn from the best in the concert touring business. My colleagues are passionate, engaged, and creative.  This 
allows me to acquire knowledge and evolve quickly. I am interested in lasers and have the chance to learn from 
the excellent laser team at Pyrotek. Over the past few months, I have been involved with major music festivals, the 
Pan-Am games opening ceremonies, award shows, and multiple other concerts.  For anyone willing to start in this 
industry, I would recommend to simply get out there, take risks, and gain experience.  Work shows, meet people, 
and repeat.  For me Tour Link was the key to launching my career to the next level.

My name is Carrie Wright, I’m originally from Washington, D.C., and last Fall I got an incredible opportunity to intern for Mobile 
Production Pro which led to me working on the Tour Link 2015 Conference registration team. Prior to interning, I had mainly only 
worked at one local venue in my hometown. I started out there when I was 16 as a front-of-house staff member, and that was 
where I really began to develop a love for live music. Fast forward to last year, I was just getting my foot in the door of production 
running, but I still had very little experience in the industry. I was extremely blessed when Larry Smith and Lori Delancey hired 
me as an intern and gave me a chance to learn all that I could from them. The Tour Link Conference opened a lot of doors 
for my career. While there, I met several industry leaders in all different fields, from production to VIP programming to music 
festivals. Since then, I’ve worked in an array of different positions, like shadowing Henry Bordeaux in production management, 
interning in the Artist Transportation office under Mary Jo Kaczka at Stagecoach Country Music Festival, working again in Artist 
Transportation at Bonnaroo Music and Arts Festival, and working as a VIP assistant at multiple dates on the Taylor Swift 1989 
World Tour under Melanie Kassis. I’ve also moved to Nashville, Tennessee and transferred into the Music Business program at 
Belmont University. This past year has been a great start to my career and I owe it all to the opportunities that I got from my 
internship with the Tour Link team. If you’re unsure where to start, I would encourage you to talk to and learn from as many 
industry professionals as you can. Use social media, come to Tour Link, and go meet the staff at local venues. Be respectful, be 
assertive, and ask for advice. You never know what could come out of just one conversation. I’m so excited to be returning to 
the Tour Link Conference team in 2016 and I hope to help make it the best one yet!

IN THE RACE
AGAINST TIME, IT’S BEST TO 
RACE IN ONE OF THESE.
Any airline can get you places. Getting you there exactly when they say they’re going to 
is the tricky part. Doing it better than any U.S. airline? That’s something to crow about. 
No wonder more people choose Delta than any other airline.  

Based on DOT Air Travel Consumer Report statistics for domestic flights 7/14 for flights flown and compared to all U.S. carriers reporting flight data to the DOT.

0906415_TourLinkAd_DL-OnTime.indd   1 10/1/15   3:29 PM
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OSA International Returned as Title Sponsor 
and Production Company for Tour Link 2016

OSA International, Inc., one of the industry’s leading audio visual solutions 
provider for live events and entertainment, is proud to be the Tour Link 
2016 Conference Title Sponsor for the third consecutive year. Tour Link is 
the event of the year for concert and touring professionals, as well as those 
in related industries. As OSA continues growing in this market, this is an 
important way for the company to show its support and dedication for the 
industry.

OSA International’s Role 
In 2015, OSA International’s Vice President Jim Risgin took on the role as 
production manager for Tour Link and returned for 2016 in the same role, 
along with OSA’s Scott DeLancey as assistant production manager.

Industry veteran, Risgin is passionate about delivering the best possible 
experience for his clients and the audience for more than 30 years. An au-
dio professional at heart, Risgin says, “I’ve been involved with the industry’s 
evolution, working with awesome new technology from some of the best 
audio manufacturers worldwide. Technology that allows me to craft my 
art of mixing for any type of event, including touring, corporate, sporting, 
broadcast, recording, etc., to deliver my clients’ message to every seat in 
the house with precision and clarity. There’s no better feeling than design-
ing a system to overcome any venue challenge and gives my clients the 
best possible results. My goal is to ensure my passion is extended to my 
clients and their audiences leave feeling the same emotion by experiencing 
truly extraordinary sound.”

Risgin’s depth of knowledge about producing and executing an event 
make him a natural choice for putting on an event such as Tour Link, which 
is attended by the best in the touring industry.

DeLancey has been part of Tour Link for many years, providing technical 
services as the projectionist and LED engineer. Joining the OSA team in 
2015, DeLancey brings an extensive background in the world of video, 
from playback to running cameras, engineering, projection (and projec-
tor repair) and directing. He has worked with Brad Paisley, Kenny Rog-
ers, Matt Nathanson, Gavin DeGraw and many more. For Tour Link 2016, 
DeLancey’s role expanded into joining forces with Risgin to produce this 
significant event and create a wow-factor for the audience. 

A Year in Touring at OSA
It’s been a busy year in touring for OSA, whose teams are currently trav-
elling with the Premier Boxing Champions (PBC), and another year with 
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Steely Dan. OSA’s Founder and Presi-
dent Mario Educate is PBC’s technical 
producer and production manager for 
the five-month tour as well as providing 
OSA audio, LED, video services, engi-
neering and labor for all 20 live boxing 
matches.

As OSA’s touring continues to grow at 
rapid pace, the company is excited to 
continue to support this important con-
ference for the industry. “We are proud 
sponsors of this event and look forward 
to networking with the top touring pro-
fessionals who attend this conference,” 
says Educate. “It’s a valuable opportu-
nity to share on the road experiences 
as well as participate in the educational 
session and learn about what’s new and 
up and coming in the world of touring.”  

Importance of Sponsoring
This industry needs more events and 
networking opportunities, such as Tour 
Link. Too often we lose sight of the im-
portance of simply getting together with 
peers.  By supporting these opportuni-
ties, we get the opportunity to share ex-
periences as well as the “face time” Tour 
Link stimulates.  The industry is vast – 
and as a whole, we rarely get the chance 
to interact with each other as everyone 
is running across the country (and the 
globe) in small packs to the various ven-
ues and events.  Tour Link gives all of us 
an opportunity to get together and share 
experiences, issues and solutions.

Continued support for education and 
mentoring is critical for this industry as it 
continues to mature. Tour Link provides 

the opportunity for industry profession-
als to learn about what’s ahead in the 
next generation and find support as well 
as new mentors, teachers and potential 
employment. OSA wants these efforts 
to continue and Tour Link is a premier 
platform for these efforts to grow and 
make our industry stronger. 

Additionally, the “Top Dog” Awards 
show brings recognition to the unsung 
heroes of the industry - the movers and 

influencers who get little recognition for 
keeping all the tours on the road and 
rolling smoothly, year after year.  Without 
Tour Link and the support of the spon-
sors these people would not get their 
time in the spotlight next to their artists 
- the time they truly deserve.

OSA is proud to support Tour Link and 
all it stands for and looks forward to 
continuing its role year over year. 
www.osacorp.com 
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The Rock Lititz campus is expanding. New 
building offers 250,000 square feet of space dedi-
cated to collaboration, innovation and servicing 
the live entertainment industry
 
  (LITITZ, Pennsylvania)— Known simply as 
Pod # 2, the second phase of the Rock Lititz 
campus development is a multi-tenant facility 
designed to attract businesses that serve the live 
entertainment industry. The 250,000 square-feet 
building will be located on 10.08 acres of the 96-
acre campus. Construction of Pod # 2 at Rock 
Lititz is underway and aiming for a December 
2016 completion.
 
As of groundbreaking, the facility is at 75% oc-
cupancy with nine companies committed as ten-
ants, two of which are relocating their headquar-
ters to Lititz.
 
“Joining the Rock Lititz Campus is a natural 
move for us. ATOMIC has enjoyed a twenty-
year relationship with industry giants Clair 
Global and TAIT in our hometown of Lititz. 
Now we’ll have the opportunity to collaborate in 
more ways, while starting new relationships with 
entertainment companies moving into the area.” 
said Daniel McPhillips, President of ATOMIC
 
Another 10 to 12 tenants are intended to even-
tually occupy space in the building. Confirmed 
tenants of Pod # 2 at Rock Lititz include:

-ATOMIC – a provider of set construction, 
rental solutions, lighting, design and production 
services to clients across the globe, the Lititz-
based company will use the new facility for the 
expansion of custom scenic set construction ca-
pabilities.

-Clair Global – utilizing additional space to sup-
port the Lititz-headquartered company’s expan-
sion into new product lines.

-CM Motors - Columbus McKinnon Entertain-
ment Technology (CM-ET) provides lifting and 
positioning equipment for riggers, from inter-
national sporting events and tours to Broadway 
productions. The Amherst, New York-based 
company will utilize the space for storage, ware-
house and a training facility.

-Lititz Rec Center – lessee of Pod # 2’s fitness 
area, which will be open to the public as well as 
employees, guests and clients of the Pod # 2 at 
Rock Lititz businesses. This north Lititz location 

will complement the Lititz Rec Center’s existing 
fitness complex.

-Project Opus Films – a video and film produc-
tion company that will relocate from Lancaster, 
Pennsylvania.

-Rock-It Cargo – based in Huntington Valley, 
Pennsylvania, Rock-It Cargo is a logistics com-
pany specializing in handling cargo freight for 
touring entertainment.

-TFB Catering – Lancaster-based hospitality 
business owned by brothers Josh and Jake Funk 
(also currently the exclusive caterer at Rock Li-
titz Studio), will operate the building’s cafeteria, 
coffee station and campus catering.

-Tour Supply - a one-stop shop for products 
for the professional touring industry. Based in 
St. Paul, Minnesota, the business is using ware-
house space to support touring rehearsals at 
Rock Lititz Studio and other companies in the 
Rock Lititz community.

-Upstage Video - provides LED video solutions 
for large-scale events and venues. Upstage Video 
will relocate its company headquarters from 
Pottstown, Pennsylvania.
 
“Rock Lititz is a live event technology cam-
pus bringing together world class industry lead-
ers,” said Rock Lititz Properties partner Adam 
Davis, who is also Chief Creative Officer of TAIT 
Towers Inc., the Lititz-based global leader in de-
signing and building sets, staging, automated 
rigging and show control. 

“Pod # 2 and future development will bring to-
gether  incredible talent from  different  sectors 
from within our industry.  The diverse mixture 
of expertise within theRock Lititz  community 
is  driving  unmatched innovation, further  ce-
menting Lititz as the center of the live event uni-
verse.”
 
The facility design includes a combination of in-
dividual tenant spaces connected to a large com-
mon area that will create the collaborative hub. 
The building will also feature open, industrial 
spaces with an eclectic mix of industrial chic and 
bohemian flair. “Pod # 2 is designed to be a fun, 
creative environment,” said the project’s inte-
rior designer Stephanie Kicera.  Huddle rooms, 
small-to-large conference rooms, a cafeteria and 
coffee station with seating are planned, as well 
as a gallery to exhibit employees’ works of art, 
products and ideas, plus outdoor seating, em-
ployee lounge and activity areas. 
 
“Our move to Rock Lititz marks another mile-
stone for Upstage Video on our 10th anniver-
sary. We were fortunate to find a space housing 
the most innovative companies in ourindustry. 
This move allows us to take advantage of Rock 
Lititz’s  strong talent pool and creative environ-

ment to continue to build Upstage Video into a 
leading provider of unique, high-value LED so-
lutions,” said Doug Murray, President of Upstage 
Video. 
 
Additionally, Tour Supply will make Lititz their 
east coast hub. “Being the one stop shop for pro-
fessional touring acts, we are excited to be a part 
of this exhilarating opportunity of surrounding 
ourselves with those who share the same com-
mitment and dedication to these artists. We’ve 
woven wonderful relationships over the past 
two decades with touring professionals and this 
will only strengthen our ability to tend to their 
needs,” said Jesse Martin, General Manager of 
Tour Supply Lititz.
 
“This ‘industry cluster’ model promotes interac-
tions and personal relationships between people 
in different companies that build trust and fa-
cilitate the flow of unique market, technical, and 
competitive information,“ explained Andrea 
Shirk, General Manager of Rock Lititz.
 
Future plans for the 96- acre campus include 
adding a lodging facility to provide overnight 
accommodations. A 2016 announcement is 
planned.
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golf Tournament sponsors

Looking to take a few swings at your competition? We’ll see you on the tee box! For 
the second year in a row, Desert Springs Golf Course has hosted our annual Tour 
Link Golf Tournament. Sitting adjacent to our hotel, this 18-hole, 72 par course 
designed by Ted Robinson is going to be the place to be Tuesday, January 12th. The 
driving range opens to those that have pre-registered at the crack of dawn (7am) and 
shotgun start is at 8am, with cocktails and lunch available during and after the tour-
nament. 

We of course can’t forget to thank our fabulous Golf Tournament Co-Sponsors, 

Star Gift Alliance and Tour Badgers, for their continued support of the tournament 

and our conference, as well as our many Golf Hole Sponsors.

Star Gift Alliance, the leader in swag and corporate gifts. Star Gift Alliance, Trade show items, 
high end holiday gifts and all the touring swag. Star Gift Alliance, We save you time, money 
and aggravation. Call Me. Michelle 512-963-4910

BADGERS! BADGERS! BADGERS! Backstage Passes. BADGERS! BADGERS! BADGERS! We make 
the passes that make the whole world sing. BADGERS! BADGERS! BADTour Badgers - BADGERS! 
BADGERS! BADGERS! Backstage Passes. BADGERS! BADGERS! BADGERS! We make the passes 
that make the whole world sing. BADGERS! BADGERS! BADGERS!

golf hoLE sponsors

Change your perspective.
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ExcelAire is the premier aircraft operator for tours who require the luxury, dependability and cost 
e�ciency of private aircraft. Our aircraft �eet includes one of the largest selections of Legacy jets in the world. 
Comfortably accommodating up to 13 passengers in three separate cabin zones, Legacys also have the largest 
in�ight accessible cargo capacity in the Heavy Jet class. When you combine ExcelAire’s impressive large cabin �eet 
with our experienced support team, you get superior service you can rely on. ExcelAire maintins the highest safety 
standards across the board with Argus Platinum, Wyvern Wingman, and ISBAO - Stage II.

Call or email Dan Kahn for a direct quote today.
1-855-567-JETS     dank@excelaire.com

ExcelAire is a Hawthorne Company  •  www.Excelaire.com

Your arrival is more than just a destination. It’s our signature.
EmpireCLS Worldwide Chauffeured Services.  
The art of chauffeuring paired with the business of privacy, 
personalization and luxury. 
 
Providing logistics management services for road shows 
and world tours in over 700 cities worldwide. 
 
Dedicated touring agents available 24/7 for any and all of 
your travel needs, making life a little easier on the road.

empirecls.com
(800) 451-5466

“Since 2010, EmpireCLS is the only ground transportation company I turn to.  
I can’t take the chance of not having perfection on my side.”  

–Angie Warner, Tour Manager, Imagine Dragons

“I love the way EmpireCLS takes care of us. They go out of their way to make our 
relationship outstanding. Everyone should be using their sevice.”  
–Eric Burrows, Tour Manager, Justin Timberlake

WarehouseMultimedia.com

615.420.6153

EMAIL MARKETINGWEBSEARCH OPTIMIZATIONVIDEOPRINT

Get “Caviar” marketing results
on a “Ramen Noodles” budget
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Michelle Pekrol of 
Star Gift Alliance Knows Swag
by Debra Preitkis-Jones

Michelle Pekrol says it’s one delivery she’ll never forget. As owner of Star Gift Alliance, 
the leading provider of swag for the entertainment industry, she’s had many interesting 
experiences making sure swag gets to the right city, on the right day.

But in this instance, the venue was still in lock-down following a recent shooting. Unable 
to deliver the crew’s swag through the front door, a local runner she knows ended up 
throwing the boxes over the closed gate. Nobody was hurt. Everyone was safe. And the 
band’s crew got swag before they left for the next gig. Pekrol says it’s this personal, 
stop-at-nothing service, that sets her apart from her competitors.

Working on the road as a production assistant and wardrobe coordinator, Pekrol knows 
what roadies need. She started out more than ten years ago providing gift baskets for 
the crews. “When you’re on the road, you don’t know what city you’re in or what day it 
is,” Pekrol explained. “You don’t have time to buy gifts for your family or participate in 

things at home. So, we did that for them with the gift baskets.”

Fast-forward more than a decade, and Star Gift Alliance makes awesome swag for some of the top touring vendors in the industry and has been providing Tour-
Link with conference bags, awards and most of the swag in the bags for almost 10 years.  Pekrol says she can provide anything from conference giveaways and 
custom logo chocolate to tour swag and high end client holiday gifts (including wrapping and shipping).  “It is all about branding and saying thank you to people 
who work so hard on the road and to the people that hire your company.  If you send out nice swag it will get worn and used so it is a win-win for everyone.”
Pekrol says she gets most of her new clients from word of mouth because she knows how to keep the clients and road crew happy. “There’s this whole UN 
peacekeeper (action) that comes into play,” Pekrol joked, [so] “I’ll talk with the crew people and I’ll just make sure everyone gets what they want and they’re happy 
with the item, while staying within my client’s budget”

When ordering items for particular holidays or events, Pekrol suggests planning ahead. For example, “Christmas comes at the same time every year, yet so many 
people wait until the last minute,” Pekrol says. “It’s too bad because the money they spent on expedited charges could have gone to some very nice gifts or 
stayed in their pockets.” This advice also goes for last minute orders for the road crews, no matter what time of year. Overnighting can be expensive, so Pekrol 
says plan ahead and save.

With another touring season fast approaching Pekrol says now is the time to start thinking about swagging your crews.  “Most vendors know well in advance 
that they are supplying certain tours, give me the tour name and production contact and I will do the rest.  With proper planning we can land the swag in the city 
where the vendor will be at the show so they are the hero bringing swag to the gig.”

No matter what time of year it is, you can always let Pekrol know what you’re interested in; she uses Facebook often to query clients on their needs for the next 
time around. 

Pekrol does have one request; please, don’t ask her to throw your new swag over a gated fence, once was enough. For more information go to: http://stargiftal-
liance.com
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The Leader in Event Transportation 
 

New York City 
917.885.2762 

rhegarty@nationwidelogistics.net 
 

Dave Paiva and Tour Badgers Keep Up   
with the Times and Demand  

by Debra Preitkis-Jones

In this day and age when digital is king and e-Cards replace the “real” ones, anything made 
of paper seems to end up in the trash. 
 
There is one item that roadies, fans and project managers still covet, however; it’s their 
backstage, VIP and all access passes. “There’s nothing like having something around your 
neck that says you’re special,” says Dave Paiva, owner of Tour Badgers. “We make col-
lector’s items.” He should know; Paiva, has been making back stage passes, laminates, 
wristbands, lanyards, satins, and door signs for decades. 

It’s not just top-notch materials that bring back customers year after year, but trust. Dave 
Paiva and his partner Dean Huff estimate they have been involved with at least 70% of the 
top 100 tours over their 20 plus year careers. But it’s the managers who refer him and his 
company. “Artists come and go,” Paiva says. “But managers are with you for the long haul. 
These are the guys who entrust you with their security and their artists, so you better get it right.” 
    
Trust may keep Tour Badgers in business, but changes in the touring industry are keeping the company on its toes. With music sales down, 
artists tour now more than ever, and that means credentials are needed all year long.  “It’s a sign of the times,” Paiva says. “Artists aren’t mak-
ing money selling records anymore, so they have to find a new way of making a living and that means more touring.” More bands on the road 
means printing technology continually morphs to keep up with higher demand.

“When we started it was offset printing, faxing proofs and then using FedEx,” says Paiva.  “Now it’s streamline digital.” But with faster technology 
comes higher costs.  Paiva says Tour Badgers uses high-end digital presses to handle the complex, digital images allowing them to make faster 
turnarounds for their customers. Technology helps printing and copying become more efficient, but Paiva explains the human touch is neces-
sary; Tour Badgers still cuts laminates and dyes 
satins passes mostly by hand.

And just like any other crew member on tour, 
Paiva and Tour Badgers will still be working the 
presses and sending out credentials all across 
the world while others are enjoying weekends 
and family holidays. Paiva says he’s ready for 
any emergency no matter what time of year it 
is, but he’s probably seen almost everything in 
his long career. 

“After twenty years we are very rarely presented 
with a new problem,  knock on wood,” Paiva 
says with a laugh, “you have to go with the flow; 
the ink only dries so slow.”

www.tourbadgers.com
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not a golfer? 
Join Just a Bunch of Roadies & Tour Link 

for a service day project instead!

Therapeutic Horseback Riding, Utilizing 
Full Body Range of Motion Exercise

TuEsday January 12, 2016 
DEPART HOTEL : 8:30AM  
BEGIN ON SITE: 9:00 AM 
FINISH 1:30-ISH 
LUNCH SERVED ON SITE 12:30-2:00PM

sponsors

Just a Bunch of Roadies is an organization whose goal is to utilize the skills, assets, relationships, determination 
and compassion of those who work in the touring music industry in order to execute humanitarian based projects 
domestically and internationally. Our intent is to respond to specific project based needs in a collaborative and 
efficient manner with the companies and individuals in the music industry and in tandem with other NPO/NGO’s 
in order to double their efforts or broaden their reach.
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sponsors

TOUR LINK 2016
JOSHUA TREE PICNIC & CANNON BALL RUN

WHAT SHOULD YOU EXPECT?

200 miles of gorgeous roads filled with awesome 

scenery, elevation changes, long sweeping curves, 

culminating with a lunch in Joshua Tree National Park.
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Cadac are providing audio and consoles for 
us this year and Pyro Engineering will be light-
ing up the sky for us this year at the Opening 
Night Banquet. In addition to the stage, a ma-
jor thank you is in order for The Appointment 
Group providing us all with cocktails at our 
Opening Night Banquet, and CM Entertain-
ment Technology for feeding us.

ENTERPRISE ENCORE PRESENTATION

Why search all over to find vehicles for your tour 
when one call to Enterprise can serve all your 
needs? With great cars and trucks at low rates, 
choosing Enterprise is the right call.

n   Single point of contact for ALL rental vehicles 
in the United States and Canada

n  More than 6,000 North American locations

n  Delivery available

n  Consolidated billing

©2015 Enterprise Rent-A-Car  F03955 02/15

To make a reservation with our Entertainment Division, 
call 800 411-RENT or e-mail: VIPTRAVEL@erac.com

This year we are so thankful for our gracious 
Production Sponsors, who have supplied 
their gear and expert techs for our outdoor 
stage. G2 Mobile Structures / This Is It! 
Stageworks have supplied us with our 
outdoor stage with lighting provided by L3 
Productions. I-MAG is supplying our stage 
with video screens. Martin Audio, Avid and         

opening night

The Appointment Group - The Appointment Group (TAG) Global Touring is the world’s leading 
independent touring travel management company with offices in London, Manchester, New 
York, Atlanta, Los Angeles, Sydney, Melbourne and Singapore. We offer a complete 24 hour 
global support service to all our clients no matter what size or budget of tour. Please contact 
Byron Carr for information on the world’s first touring App.

CM Entertainment - Relied on by rigging and staging professionals around the world, CM’s compre-
hensive line of entertainment electric chain motors and rigging equipment is specially designed for 
touring productions – both large and small. From the iconic CM Lodestar electric chain motor to our 
special theatrical alloy chain and shackles, our products are built to last and withstand the demanding 
requirements of both indoor and outdoor venues. We also provide professional training tailored to 
the unique needs of the entertainment industry, including everything from hoist maintenance to rope 
access and rescue training.
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TAG AD

TAG Global Touring has been managing the Global travel requirements of groups and individuals in the music 
and entertainment industries for more than 25 years. 

With offices located in London, Manchester, New York, Los Angeles, Atlanta, Sydney, Melbourne and Singapore 
TAG Global Touring are truly able to handle all your worldwide touring requirements.

•   Dedicated team of experienced Tour Specialist’s located throughout our Global offices.

•   Highest levels of service and planning provided whilst delivering tours within budget.

•   Available 24 hours a day 365 days a year to ensure full support for clients on the road.

•   Global leaders in handling worldwide touring for Artists, Bands, Crews, DJ’s and stage productions.

•   Award winning systems specially designed for the touring and entertainment industry.

•   Custom made iPad / Desktop / Laptop Touring App.

London. +44 (0)20 8960 1600
Manchester. +44 (0)161 499 6090

New York. +1 (212) 989 0075
Los Angeles: +1 (424) 248 2600

Atlanta. +1 (770) 792 0705
Melbourne. +61 (0)3 8888 8900

Sydney. +61 (0)2 8823 0600
Singapore. +61 0000 3086

For more information, please contact us at 
touring@appointmentgroup.com or
www.appointmentgroup.com

Follow us 
@TAGG_Touring

“�The�music�and�entertainment�
travel�specialist”

LONDON  •  MANCHESTER  •   NEW YORK  •  LOS ANGELES  •  ATLANTA  •  MELBOURNE  •  SYDNEY  •  SINGAPORE

TAG_Pollstar_FP_Ad_Dec2015_V2.indd   1 16/12/2015   11:23
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The Fab Five at G2 Mobile Structures
By Peter Ferguson

Developing a strong network within the touring industry drives 
individual and collective success. This is especially true when it 
comes to the collaborative team of G2 Mobile Structures.  Jim 
Brammer of G2 Structures, Greg Hareld and Nevin Kleege of 
Kleege Industries, and Scott Harrison and Brian Wander of This 

Is It! StageWorks initially met at the 2014 Tour Link Conference to discuss current trends in mobile staging and 
what they could contribute to the future of the staging and production industry. Compiling decades of experience, 
expertise, and a vision of complete client satisfaction, this “fab five” created G2 Mobile Structures.

Slam Dunk Staging - A unique partnership that seeks to go beyond the physical stage, G2 Mobile Structures 
provides a slam dunk mobile staging experience. Through partners and outside ventures, the capacity exists to fulfill 
any production and staging requirement. Between G2 Structures, Kleege Industries, and This Is It! StageWorks, 
G2 Mobile coordinates the largest collection of Stageline mobiles and the largest fleet of SAM555 and SAM575 
units in the United States. These stages are rapidly deployed from a network of offices and locations throughout 
the Country, including Nashville, New York City, Winston-Salem, and San Diego. Whether it is a multiday festival in 

Danville, IL, or a coast to coast summer tour, G2 Mobile Structures provides a seamless and consistent staging experience, night after night.

The Opening Tip - G2 Mobile Structures provides a flawless experience through effective internal logistics. If Kleege Industries books a stage, Kleege handles 
internal coordination and the production advance. However, if the job is geographically closer to a This Is It! or G2 Structures facility, the job will be tipped off to the 
nearest company, resulting in the best service possible. 

Providing the Assist - G2 Structures, Kleege Industries, and This Is It! StageWorks all provide specific parts of the collective product. In addition to staging, G2 
Structures has resources with Matrax flooring and audio/video support.  This Is It! StageWorks can provide full graphic production and on site installation, as well 
as site coordination and production support. Kleege Industries can provide a “turnkey” solution complete with labor and rigging services.  Audience, crew, and band 
members alike are familiar with G2 Mobile’s efficient work from productions by Live Nation, AEG, Madison House Presents, Bowery Presents, and Founders Enter-
tainment.  

The 6th Man - A proud member of the Event Safety Alliance, G2 Mobile Structures provides 
experienced, certified, and knowledgeable technicians who understand the importance of co-
operation on hectic production days. Clients can expect a safe environment from load-in to 
load-out. G2 Mobile takes a 6th man on the ground approach to emphasize the value it places 
on client satisfaction.

Team Vision - In a few short years, G2 Mobile Structures has gone from idea to reality, 
standardizing and offering a nationwide large format mobile staging experience that is both 
safe and cost effective for its clients.  If you didn’t catch its’ SAM555 at Tour Link 2015, watch 
for G2 Mobile Structures to be back to provide the Stageline SL320 at Tour Link 2016.  As 
for the future, G2 Mobile seeks to become synonymous with safe and cost effective mobile 
staging solutions throughout North America.  At the heart of it all, the five players will continue 
to build on attitude. To change the way people 
think about mobile staging  To provide more than 
a mobile stage, but a complete staging experi-
ence; and with that, the strive for satisfaction in 
every step.

For more information on G2 Mobile Structures, 
visit g2mobiles.com
G2 Mobile Structures will provide staging at Tour 
Link 2016.  G2 Mobile Structures is an ac-
tive member and proud supporter of the Event 
Safety Alliance. 
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Experience  G2Mobiles.com 
1.866.STAGE.411 | @G2Mobiles

A new generation based on an age old idea.  Working together.

Creating the greatest source of staging solutions in North America.  

Providing these vast resources allows us the ability to do more.

Welcome to the G2 Mobile generation.

Partnering to be 2016 Offical Tour Link Staging Sponsor.
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Lunch sponsors

BearCom is America’s only nationwide wireless two-way radio equipment dealer serving cus-
tomers from 29 U.S. branch offices. BearCom offers more than 30-years of experience and 
solutions in all sectors of two-way radio communications. To provide your organization with 
the experience and skill sets you need to be successful, our team includes highly qualified 
communications professionals, including wireless technicians, system architects and technol-
ogy solution engineers who deliver unmatched expertise and service. BearCom is proud to 
sell, rent and service the leading manufacturers of two-way radios in the world including 
Motorola Solutions, Vertex Standard and Icom America. Our products, services and solutions 
include the latest digital MOTOTRBO radio networks and applications.

Powersource Transportation - As a power-only source of transportation, Powersource Transportation, 
Inc. can assist in the movement of your next tour by providing all the benefits of truck fleet ownership 
without the expense, liability, or bother. Dedicated trucks, weekly moves, or the once a year show, we 
are here to service whatever power-only transportation needs you may have. We offer a transporta-
tion solution that allows you to move your show trailers or trailer mounted equipment anywhere in the 
continental United States or Canada. All you have to do is pick up the phone and we do all the rest, 
24 hours a day, seven days a week – our staff of professionals, both on the road and in the office, 
are available to serve you.

Road Radios and Road WiFi are your premier communications providers. With years of tour-
ing experience, high quality equipment, and rock solid support, Road Radios and Road WiFi 
provide tours with reliable communications worldwide.

SMC, Inc. handles all aspects of the entertainment merch & swag world. With over 15 years of ex-
perience in merch design, production and fulfillment. We are certain you have seen our work proudly 
displayed by production crews all over the world. We have a clear mission when working with our 
entertainment clients, they come first.

TruWeather Solutions - Custom weather support services and software tailored for the live 
event industry. TruEvent Pulse is a complete weather solution for your next tour - Add a virtual 
meteorologist to your crew for your next event!

Victor - At Victor we have taken on the world of private jet charter to make comparing, booking and 
managing your flights simpler and quicker than ever before. As the technology leader in private jet 
charter, we are the only provider to offer an end-to-end charter booking on both web and mobile and 
our exceptional customer service means our members are always connected and in control. Unlike 
other providers, Victor is the only service to disclose transaction fees, operator and aircraft details of-
fering customers total transparency and complete financial protection with no upfront commitments.
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coffee & carb sponsor

Commune Hotels and Resorts is a collective, uniting two different hotel brands, Joie de Vivre and 
Thompson Hotels, into a truly independent, multi-platform company. With over 40 boutique hotels 
globally, our mission is to offer our guests a wide range of eclectic, local and inventive experiences in 
authentic settings, without the bureaucracy that a big brand imposes. Nothing short of revolutionary, 
our ethos is about individuality, community, locations that are authentic to their environment, and the 
kind of exceptional service that makes travel unforgettable.

Weather Decision Technologies - Weather Decision Technologies, Inc. provides event-specific weather 
decision support. Our staff of expert meteorologists track weather as it pertains to your indoor or out-
door event, anywhere on the globe! 
WDT provides the best combination of technologies and severe weather experts 
Customized weather decision support tools are available both via Internet and on Mobile Devices 
Meteorologists monitor your locations and provide alerts when weather will impact those locations
WDT develops custom Weather Triggers for use in your safety plan
Meteorologists are always a phone call away—24/7/365

The premier power-only carrier since 1981, Trailer Transit, Inc. operates the largest fleet of semi-trac-
tors and drivers available. Our tailored service meets and exceeds the demands our diverse clientele 
in the entertainment industry.

afTErnoon bEVEragE sponsor

We move your show when it must go. We have been serving the music and entertainment industry for 
over 2 decades and know what it takes to get your equipment to the destination on time, all the time!
Our services reach all ends of the country and the world. ACES has over 250 agents in over 27 dif-
ferent countries.
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Transportation  outing

On January 13th, 2016 our annual Transportation Outing will be held at 

the Signature Flight Support at the Palm Springs Airport.  This year, 

Prevost is not only our Title Co-Sponsor, but is also our Diamond Sponsor for 

this event, and we are so thankful for their support!

At Prevost, we share your passion for excellence in mobile real estate, and 
the “Ultimate Class” is evident in every vehicle we build. It is proven by more 
than eight decades of industry leadership, and by our uncompromising pas-
sion for excellence. This passion for excellence is in our products - that are 
the benchmark for structural integrity, durability, reliability, safety, environmen-
tal care, and driving pleasure. It’s in our processes - from innovative design, 
to rigorous engineering, to exhaustive quality control and testing. And it’s in 
our people - from our manufacturing, sales and marketing to our Regional 
Service Centers. Their depth of expertise in building and maintaining coaches 
is second to none.

Joining us from Apollo Jets is Dean Giasi. Apollo Jets is the fastest growing full service 
Private Jet Charter Brokerage in North America. By offering widespread VIP services, Apollo 
provides the most comprehensive and luxurious level of customer service possible. As Senior 
Vice President of Music & Entertainment, Dean Giasi is dedicated to helping Recording Artists 
and Celebrities travel in lavish comfort and undeniable style. Through the use of strong ven-
dor relationships, Dean and Apollo Jets are able to offer the newest and most experienced 
fleets of aircraft matched with rigorous safety requirements at the best possible prices avail-
able in the market today.

Janaleasing, LLC provides a top quality vehicle combining cutting edge technology with distinctive 
style and designs, including 2 new “green” buses which are fuel efficient. We offer artist, band, and 
crew coaches to fit your needs. Our professional coachmen strive to provide a safe and relaxed ride 
for your tour.

diamond sponsor

We consider ourselves lucky to have so many other companies involved with this 

event, private air charters, tour busses, and van tours alike. Latitude 45 Catering will 

be catering the event and transportation to the event from the JW Marriott is provided 

by Empire CLS.

Platinum Co-sponsor
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 DRIVEN BY 
YOUR SCHEDULE.
Staying on schedule is a top priority. That’s why the Prevost 
Entertainer Conversion is the leading luxury choice for tours.  
With unrivaled dependability and plenty of cruising power,  
Prevost is the best way to be sure you’ll never miss an engagement. 

www.prevostcar.com

Prevost-EntertainerAd-092115-MPM.indd   1 9/21/15   5:08 PM
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Transportation  outing

At Victor we have taken on the world of private jet charter to make comparing, booking and 
managing your flights simpler and quicker than ever before. As the technology leader in 
private jet charter, we are the only provider to offer an end-to-end charter booking on both 
web and mobile and our exceptional customer service means our members are always 
connected and in control. Unlike other providers, Victor is the only service to disclose trans-
action fees, operator and aircraft details offering customers total transparency and complete 
financial protection with no upfront commitments.

Worldwide Jet Charter, Inc. is in the business of ensuring all of your travel needs are met. You are our 
business. We are not the largest charter and management company in the industry…by choice. Every 
client has different needs, desires and expectations. By focusing on each client individually, we are 
able to provide a hands-on and seamless approach that cannot be duplicated anywhere in the world.

Platinum Co-sponsors

gold co-sponsors

EmpireCLS Worldwide Chauffeured Services is the largest, privately-held, luxury, chauffeured trans-
portation provider in the world, delivering comprehensive, ground transportation solutions for private 
aviation, airport transportation, luxury hotels, meetings and events, road shows, executive/VIP travel, 
security, entertainment/touring, travel agencies, and corporate transportation in over 700 cities globally. 
An industry leader and innovator, EmpireCLS is more than other black car or limousine companies—
we are defined by a fleet of late-model, luxury sedans, SUVs and large-capacity vehicles; a class of 
discrete and professional chauffeurs; and our immeasurable standards of safety, service and personali-
zation. Your arrival is more than just a destination: it’s our signature.

Choose ExcelAire for your next concert tour. For over 30 years, we have owned, operated, and maintained our 
extensive fleet of VIP charter aircraft. This affords you cost efficiency and direct pricing from the source. By deal-
ing directly, we can guarantee that no request gets lost through miscommunication. It also allows our high profile 
clients to enjoy the utmost in discretion and privacy. We would be more than happy to provide you with a direct 
quote or a personal viewing of our aircraft. For more info contact Dan Kahn, Vice President of Charter Sales by 
emailing dank@excelaire.com or call Dan at 855-567-JETS Or visit www.ExcelAire.com.

 Hemphill Brothers has been in business for over 30 years, building and leasing custom converted 
tour buses to the entertainment industry. Known for their quality conversions and A+ drivers, Hemphill 
Brothers safely provides luxury transportation for many of the top musical acts as well as other clients 
that include political figures, authors, athletes and movie stars. Hemphill Brothers truly is Luxury in 
Motion.
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Transportation  outing

Private Jet Services (PJS) is a corporate aviation consulting firm providing mission-critical flight services to a 
global clientele of corporations,   professional and collegiate athletic teams, live entertainment tours, governments, 
and others who recognize the cost of their transportation is far exceeded by the cost of failure. PJS procures on 
behalf of those clients both VIP and standard configured airliners, regional aircraft, as well as light, midsize, and 
large cabin executive jets. PJS maintains a repeat-client rate in excess of 90% and this strong client loyalty is 
the best indicator of PJS’s specialization, performance and reliability.

STM Charters is your solution to charter air travel. We have access to a vast network of aircraft of all sizes which 
allows us to find the best price and option for your travel needs.

Sun Air Jets offers a safe, luxurious, worldwide private jet charter experience that maximizes both pas-
senger time and comfort. Sun Air flight coordinators provide detailed and personalized assistance for 
all travel requirements. Sun Air Jets’ fleet of Bombardier, Gulfstream, Hawker, and Cessna business jets 
offer the flexibility to meet the needs of any travel or touring requirement.

Swift Aircraft Management - Swift Aircraft Management (SAM) is based in Phoenix, AZ and is a Part 135 
worldwide charter management company. SAM is an ARG/US approved air carrier with a fleet that includes two 
Legacy 600s, Phenom 100, and a new addition 2005 Hawker 400XP all dedicated to charter. Swift Aircraft 
Management also offers unique management agreements tailored to an aircraft owner’s needs. For more infor-
mation on charter and management - contact bphillips@swiftacm.com. Tel: 602.225.3715

Swift Air, a Part 121 Carrier; is well known to be one of the top premier supplemental charter air carriers 
in the aviation business. Swift operates a fleet of eight Boeing 737-400’s that are ready to serve the 
VIP (68 F seats) and high density (150 seats) needs of clients within North America, Canada, Mexico, 
Latin and South America. Please contact us at your earliest to receive a quote for all your charter needs: 
skasteler@flyswiftair.com

silver  co- sponsors

bronze  co- sponsor

Starbase Jet is a premier private aviation company that specializes in aircraft charter and aircraft 
management. Starbase Jet offers the music and touring industry access to a dedicated charter fleet 
spanning all cabin sizes, an elite charter brokerage team with unlimited access to 3,500+ business 
and commercial aircraft for domestic and international travel. We rank We rank within the top 25 on-
demand private charter operations that boast 24/7/365 operations, flight watch support, full concierge 
services and dedicated personal aviation managers. As an ARGUS Platinum rated jet provider, Starbase 
Jet ranks in the top 5% of charter operators worldwide showcasing its dedication to operational excel-
lence and exceeding the highest standards of safety. Starbase Jet…Let’s go!

caTEring sponsor
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   Latitude 45   
  Cooks Up a Storm 
   at Tour Link 2016
   By Peter Ferguson

 There’s a storm a-comin’...and it is not a Gulf Coast hurricane or a 
February nor’easter.  No, the approaching cataclysmic event looks more like a 
bunch of LD’s, riggers, and techs than an organized supercell.  Normally your 
crew is an easygoing gang, but right now, you tremble at the sound of their 
stomachs’ growl.  Hours deep into an arena load in, the squad you trust to safely 
and efficiently deploy millions of dollars’ worth of equipment is hungry and ready 
to eat...and that food better be good.

 Chris Mitchell recognized a need in the touring industry when he 
made his initial venture into the catering business in 1997. “Myself and an old 
business partner saw a hole in the US touring catering market. It just wasn’t 
being taken care of the same way it was in Europe, there was virtually nothing 
available at that stage. I was doing stuff like restaurant consulting and things in 
the movie industry at the time, so we decided to set up a catering company. Over 
time we went our separate ways and I took my half of the business and created 
Latitude 45.” 

 Formed in 2008, Latitude 45 took on the challenge of providing 
nutritious, satisfying meals for the immense crews required to put on a major 
tour or festival.  Now working with 35 full time employees and 70 independently 
contracted employees, Latitude 45 has catered events such as Life is Beautiful 
and Electric Daisy Carnival in Las Vegas, and “cooked everywhere from aircraft 
carriers to cemeteries at midnight to loading docks in the middle of a New York 
snow storm.”

 As Latitude 45 prepares to cater Tour Link for the fifth year 
in a row, Mitchell’s company remains true to its foundations.  Meals are 
prepared using the best available ingredients that are locally sourced 
whenever possible.  Catering to specific dietary preferences and 
needs, Latitude 45 can provide options for vegetarian, vegan, macro-
biotic, and other diets.  A quick glance at their Facebook page shows a 
few recent savory meals: bibimbap pork belly with sunny side up egg 
for breakfast at Life Is Beautiful, porchetta from pigs butchered and 
roasted on-site at a One Direction tour stop, and a spread prepared 
for 5,000 at the Electric Daisy Carnival.
     
 While its specialty is taming the storm of hungry mouths on 
the road and at festivals, Latitude 45 has learned to deal with debili-
tating weather events as well.  In July of this past year, Latitude 45’s 
kitchen on the East Coast was flooded and its West Coast kitchen had 
to be evacuated as a result of brush fires.  This did not stop them from 
being out on the road with Kelly Clarkson through the rest of August 
and part of September, providing her crew with the sustenance to 
keep things running smoothly.

 It is not just the client’s crew that Latitude 45 caters to -- 
with full health benefits and 401(k) plans, all of its full time employees 
are valued and experience a great working environment.

 When looking at budgets, Mitcell believes that tour manag-
ers should consider quality catering for their crew. “There are a group 

of production managers who want the same people coming back tour after tour, 
and they want them to be healthy so that they can come back. It is these older 
and more experienced production guys that have also come to the realization that 
maybe they need to eat a bit healthier than they used to, and that filters down to 
the crew” says Mitchell. 

 The company’s mobile kitchen, which is capable of feeding up to 200 
people, can be packed down into flat cases for easy transit.  After Latitude 45 
pays for meal costs up front, the festival or tour is invoiced for the food used.  All 
unused foods and goods are reused and recycled whenever possible.

 The quality of a production is directly proportional to the quality of the 
crew putting it all together.  Therefore, keeping a crew in good shape is in the best 
interest of any production or tour manager, and Latitude 45’s catering proves to 
be one of the best options available.  By diverting the storm of production day 
hunger through nutritious meals, Latitude 45 keeps spirits high and stomachs full.  
Take a bite for yourself at Tour Link 2016!

For more information on Latitude 45, visit www.latitude45catering.com
Latitude 45 will provide catering at Tour Link 2016
visit www.tourlinkconference.com

special event SOLUTIONS

P  847-304-4100     E  info@braunevents.com     A  22N029 Pepper rd -  Unit #7, Lake Barrington, IL 60010

Power ·  Tenting ·  Trailers ·  Fencing www.BraunEvents.com
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Interview by Shelby Cude

You’d think with all of the touring music 
acts based in and coming through Nashville, 
Music City would be swarming with leasable 
tour vans. The few vans that are available, 
do not offer sleeping births. Luke Van Wyhe 
of Van Y Tours is changing that. Van Y Tours 
offers vans with 4 bunk and 5 bunk options. 
They have also now added “Splitter type” 
options to the fleet. All vans come stand-
ard with “IN VAN” entertainment, featuring in 
motion sat tv, PS-3 or 4, OR X-Box one. 
In fact, the vans have been so popular with 
small bands, up-and-coming artists and ac-
companying tour crews, Van Y added even 
more vans to their fleet and relocated to 
a bigger facility in West Nashville at 5001 
Louisiana Ave off Hwy 40.

With two locations now, in Phoenix and in 
Nashville, Van Y has an impressive resume 
of clients: REO Speedwagon, Jamie Lynn 
Spears, Chicago, RX Bandits, Josh Door (lo-
cal Nashville), Josh Thompson (local Nash-
ville), Prong, Mod Sun, Bethel Music, Ama-
ranthe, Matisyahu, Clayton Anderson (local 

Nashville), JT Hodges (local Nashville), and 
Tribal Seeds... to name a few.

Owner, Luke Van Wyhe spoke recently with 
Mobile Production Monthly about the com-
pany, their expansion, and what makes the 
tour van rental company so special:

MPM: So Luke, when did Van Y Tours come 
about? How did you guys get started?

LVW: Van Y Tours was started early in 2013 
with just 2 vans. We now have a fleet of 
13. The idea came from seeing the need 
on the road. I was a professional tour bus 
driver for Taylor Tours for many years. Driv-
ing anyone from STYX, Rebelution, Snoop 
Dog, Whoopie, Foreigner, Tower of Power, 
J-LO, Miranda Lambert and many many 
more. I was seeing all these opening acts, 
or bands that could not afford a regular 
tour bus riding around in small old beat 

up vans and thought, “there has to be 
a better way for these future big acts to 
get around on tour.” As a full time tour 
driver, I brought a lot of experience and 
tour knowledge to the table in design-
ing my tour vans, and knowing what the 
bands wanted in a tour vehicle. Thus Van 
Y Tours was born, which is a play on my 
last name, “Van Wyhe,” pronounced “Van 
Y.”

MPM: Welcome to Nashville! Music City’s 
a great place to be for, you know, touring 
musicians… What specifically made you 
want to set up shop here?

LVW: We came to Nashville on the advice 
from Ben Jumper, owner of Soundcheck. 
At last year’s Tour Link Conference, Ben 
spent a lot of time expelling the need for 
a real tour van company in Nashville. Little 
did I know how right he was! We opened 
an office inside of Soundcheck Nashville 
shortly thereafter. Within 6 months we 
had to move to a stand-alone location 
in the Nations part of town due to our 
expedient growth. 

VanY Tours on Expansion and Success in Nashville, 
TN!: Interview with Owner, Luke Van Wyhe
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MPM: Ah, another Tour Link success 
story! Love it! What sort of services 
can you provide to your clients?

LVW: Our Nashville location at 5001 
Louisiana Ave offers full gated and 
secure parking for tour vans and tour 
busses with Shore power and 24/7 
surveillance — not to mention a full 
office and parking for clients vehicles 
while on tour in one of our vans.

Our fleet is now 13 vans strong and 
constantly growing. Having locations 
on either side of the country, we can 
be much more flexible for our clients’ 
needs. They can start a tour on west 
coast and return the van to the east 

coast or vice versa.

We offer 4 bunk, 5 bunk, splitter van, 
and regular full size passenger vans. 
We also offer nationwide deliver and 
pick up.

I and everyone behind the scenes of 
this company are in or from the mu-
sic industry in some capacity. And we 
pride ourselves on customer service. 
We will always go the extra mile to 
make sure our clients are 100% sat-
isfied!

Visit www.vanytours.com for more in-
formation.
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FLY Victor (www.flyvictor.com) is revolutionizing the world of 
private jet charter and knows exactly what it takes to get a tour off the 
ground. The first globally on-demand private jet charter company to offer 
complete transparency when booking, Victor has enjoyed astronomical 
growth since its UK launch in 2011. The company expanded into the US 
during early 2015 following the acquisition of California-based YoungJets, 
a private jet charter powerhouse with deep roots in music, entertainment 
and VIP travel. 

Victor’s unique combination of transparency, smart technology and ex-
ceptional customer service is turning private jet charter on its head.  Victor 
flights can be booked via app, web or dedicated, 24-7 customer team, 
clients provided with real-time charter estimates, specific aircraft details 
(including tail number), side-by-side jet comparisons, safety and opera-
tor information and details of amenities within minutes. Clients can be 
airborne within three hours, Victor requiring no upfront fees yet providing 
all the convenience of a jet card or membership 
program.

“As a former music industry executive and art-
ist manager, I fully understand the complex needs 
of touring professionals and their tour managing 
teams,” says ” David Young, the founder of Young-
Jets who now heads Victor’s North American oper-
ations, says. “Victor completely alters the landscape 
of booking charter with its one-stop, no shop-need-
ed approach.”

Victor puts clients in total control, allowing them to 
manage demanding schedules and juggle festival 
appearances with ease. Its experienced customer 
team offers comprehensive planning to ensure en-
tourages hit the right place at the right time – ready 
to set-up, sound-check and perform – before de-
parting to subsequent venues. Whether it’s a year-
long global tour, whistle-stop sprint across Europe 
or exclusive one-off show, Victor has the expertise 
to help.

 “When I saw where Victor was taking the private 
aviation industry, I knew that this was the future” 
Young adds. “Being able to mix hi-tech and high-

touch is a huge advantage, especially with our music and en-
tertainment clients who are always on the go. The YoungJets 
team has integrated seamlessly with Victor, ensuring the same 
first-class service that earned us many of the world’s biggest 
music tours of the last few years. And the Victor team continues 
to grow, adding tour experts from several other private aviation 
companies. These are exciting times.”

YoungJets supervised the Rihanna 777 tour in 2012 (seven 
dates in seven countries over seven days with 250 passengers 

on a Boeing 777 airliner, all to promote pop superstar’s seventh album 
Unapologetic), tours for several world famous DJs and acts at the heart 
of EDM’s recent global boom, and last year’s Bacardi Triangle shuttle of 
750 VIPs to a private Caribbean island for an exclusive concert with Calvin 
Harris, Ellie Goulding and Kendrick Lamar. In 2014, it received the highly-
coveted Air Charter Company of the Year Top Dog award and saw sales 
spike 222 percent.

David Young began his career at MCA Records. He got his first band 
Dishwalla signed to A&M and subsequently guided the careers of many 
artists on major and independent labels, garnering several many accolades 
including Billboard’s Rock Song Of The Year for Dishwalla’s ‘Counting Blue 
Cars’ and RIAA’s Gold Record certification for their debut album. By bring-
ing such deep music and entertainment experience to private jet charter he 
has been able to effectively solve the complex travel challenges of touring 
artists and their entourages on a continual basis.
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740 Cowan St.
Nashville, TN 37207

615-259-0046
WWW.BACKSTAGECUSTOMCASES.COM

Backstage custom cases

750 Cowan St.
Nashville, TN 37207

615 - 726 - 1165
www.soundchecknashville.com

3542 -A East TC Jester
Houston, TX 77018

713 - 290 - 0335

REHEARSALS   •   BACKLINE   •   STORAGE   •   CARTAGE

1901 E. 51st St.  Stage 4
Austin, TX 78723
512 - 444 - 0023

www.soundcheckaustin.com
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We asked a few participants from last years Breaking + Entering Panel Session 
about the impact that Tour Link has had on their professional careers and here’s 
what they had to say:

Marie-Claire Cazorla - My name is Marie-Claire Cazorla (also known in the touring world as MC). I am a freelance 
Production Coordinator and a VIP Road Rep. I have worked with numerous bands, including Black Eyed Peas, 
Van Halen, Stone Temple Pilots, and many others. For a number of years now, my main role has been Production 
Coordinator for Goo Goo Dolls and for Brian Setzer. I attended Tour Link last year because I had never been and 
because I strongly believe networking is key in our industry. I learned Tour Link provides the perfect atmosphere to 
network (and also have fun)! As I was also nominated for Production Coordinator of the Year that was also a fun 
little perk. Last year I participated on the B&E panel because of my immense respect for Jim Digby who invited me, 
in particular, to give advice to women wanting to get into this industry. That advice was and still is: stay strong, be 
confident, walk into any building putting out fires before they start, have answers to questions before they arise, 
and have that confidence that you can and will run the show; don’t allow anyone to tell you otherwise, and do it all 
with a chill, fun, yet authoritative attitude. Additional advice for the conference itself: Have fun and meet everyone! 
The absolute key is networking.

Panel sessions

Andrew Leavitt - Hi, I’m Andrew Leavitt. Three years ago I became a tour manager for a DJ on a multi-college Hip-
Hop Tour after leaving the comforts of my previous daily routine. I instantly fell in love with the road, the industry, and 
I knew I wanted to become more involved.  A friend I’d met at another event, Taylor Wettlaufer, introduced me to 
the Tour Link conference where I set out to meet everyone. After countless great conversations, I realized Tour Link 
is not like other “networking events” where you simply exchange business cards. Tour Link’s power lies within the 
stories of industry veterans who share experiences that you are eager to have yourself one day. It is about the value 
of leadership and mentoring from the older generation to the younger. I feel lucky to have received career changing 
advice from people who have set industry standards -- Jim Digby, Mark Springer and Henry Bordeaux among oth-
ers. Recently, I joined AEG Live in New York as a Production Manager and Prooter Rep. I finally landed a dream job 
within the industry with a very nice recommendation from Joey Gallagher—another friend I met through Tour Link. 
My advice: Enter with a positive attitude, start listening, and notice who is around you.

Joe Skarz - I’m “Jersey” Joe Skarz and I’ve been working in the industry for almost 3 years. Tour Link is where I 
got my start. Prior to Tour Link I was working odd jobs- waitering in a restaurant full time, valeting cars, you name 
it. When I first learned about the tour industry I fell in love with the idea, and after meeting the amazing people who 
work in this industry I’m now baffled at their skills and honored to be involved. I chose to attend Tour Link because 
it’s primarily for the touring industry. Many of the other popular conferences have focuses that certainly involve tour-
ing, but Tour Link was created for and by touring folk. We’re a whole different animal! The Breaking and Entering 
Panel has consistently been advantageous for people who are new to touring because it shows that there are a 
million different ways to get into the touring world, you just have to find your path. When someone says something 
that you’re interested in, remember their name and face. Tour Link is notoriously easy to talk to everyone, and that 
may be the key to finding your own path.
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many  thanks to our  workshop  sponsors

Family owned and operated since 1979, Meyer Sound Laboratories, Inc. designs and manufactures high-quality, 
self-powered sound reinforcement loudspeakers, digital audio systems, active and passive acoustic systems, 
cinema sound systems, and sound measurement tools for the professional audio industry. Founded by John and 
Helen Meyer, the company has grown to become a leading worldwide supplier of systems for theatres, arenas, 
stadiums, theme parks, convention centers, houses of worship, and touring concert sound rental operations. 
Meyer Sound’s main office and manufacturing facility are located in Berkeley, California, with field offices and 
authorized distributors located throughout the USA and around the world.

Sennheiser - For more than 70 years Sennheiser has stood for top-quality products, true sound and 
tailor-made solutions for every aspect of recording, transmission and reproduction of sound. Sen-
nheiser wants people not only to hear all aspects of sound, but also to feel it. With German engineering, 
decades of experience in professional business, and innovative science, the brand stays true to the 
sound and sets new standards for headphones, headsets, microphones, and business communications.

Ultimate Ears - For more than 20 years, Ultimate Ears Pro (UE Pro) has set the standard for custom-fitted 
listening devices. Continuing this legacy of pioneering innovation, Ultimate Ears Pro announced today its latest 
custom in-ear monitor, the UE Pro Reference Remastered, an in-ear monitor tuned for high-resolution audio. 
This marks Ultimate Ears Pro’s second collaboration with Capitol Studios, the legendary recording facility in 
Hollywood’s landmark Capitol Tower. As a part of its commitment to fidelity, Capitol Studios is at the vanguard 
of hi-res audio recordings.

24 HOUR SUPPORT: 
800.546.6508
817.568.2942
info@ajlinternational.com
AJLINTERNATIONAL.COM

CADILLAC XTS 
MERCEDES S550
YUKON DENALI SUVs 
CADILLAC ESCALADE SUVs
MERCEDES SPRINTERS 
EXECUTIVE MINI BUSES
EXECUTIVE MINI COACHES

MATTHEW JOHNSTON HAS BEEN 
PROVIDING WORLD CLASS SERVICE  

TO THE CONCERT INDUSTRY  
FOR OVER 20 YEARS

special thanks 
                   Special thanks to 

                                   HUB International & Peter Tempkins!
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Performers and sound engineers demand 
flexibility, high audio fidelity, and comfortable 
volume levels with audio monitoring.  Pair 
this with the push for decreased stage vol-
ume and the prominence of click and backing 
tracks in live productions, and it is clear why 
you would be hard-pressed to find a tour that 
spurns in-ear monitor technology.  Ultimate 
Ears, a 40-employee company out of Irving, 
CA, maintains a prominent position in the IEM 
market with its flagship UE 18s.  I received 
a pair UE 18s to review, and was impressed 
with their quality

Dialed in Technology

The UE 18s clock in with a six driver (two bal-
anced armatures for low-end, one balanced 
armature for low-mids and one balanced ar-
mature for high-mids) configuration balanced 
by four passive crossovers, directed into the 
ear canal through three of UE’s patented 
acoustically tuned sound chambers.  Each of 
these bores is optimized for high, mid, or low 
frequencies, thus eliminating interference and 
providing a remarkably focused sound.

The user will also appreciate -26 dB of sound 
isolation.  By eliminating ambient noise, vol-
ume can be reduced to a comfortable and 
safe level while still maintaining strong audio 
fidelity.  

In The Field

The UE 18s were used in two different per-
formance situations by DeLancey: first, in a 
medium hall with amps in isolation rooms, 
electronic drums, and no loudspeaker moni-
toring; later they were tested in a larger, louder 
stage with amps, floor wedges, the whole nine 
yards.  In the smaller room, audio was rein-

forced and immediate.  DeLancey did not 
miss the punchiness from feeling the impact 
of a live drumset and the throw of a bass cabi-
net.  On the large stage, the ambient sound 
isolation was very apparent.  The “feel” of the 
live instruments seemed to permeate through 
the body, sans the ear fatigue frequently ex-
perienced with other products after 15-20 
minutes of exposure.

The customizable UE 18s come with a per-
sonalized carrying case.  The build quality is 
excellent.  Everything felt solid and was reli-
able on and off stage.  

The UE 18s also performed quite well for cas-
ual listening, but the live and studio engineer 
should be aware of their frequency response, 
as it will affect the outcome of a mix.

The Neutrality Zone

The term “neutrality” is thrown around in con-
versations about IEMs.  Audiophiles are al-
ways searching for the most neutral IEM from 
JH Audio, Westone, Shure, 64 Audio, UE, etc.  
These ears are “balanced.”  While a neutral 
IEM is desirable in some contexts, this voic-
ing’s adaptability had me reaching for my UE 
18’s in multiple situations.

The UE 18s have a wide-q bump around 
200hz, along with a narrow-q cut in the 7-8k 
range.  This voicing provides an articulate low-
end, especially when dealing with no stage 
volume to reinforce the “feel” of the kick drum 
and bass frequencies. This voicing shined 
when dealing with sound degradation, be it 
from a poor mix or low-end transmitters and 
receivers.  The 7-8k cut helped to reduce fa-
tigue and sibilance.  Consistency with different 
audio sources and styles of music is a major 

selling point for any IEA, and the UE 18s fulfill 
both of these criteria.

Logical Steps

Touring professionals will appreciate their ef-
fective customer service reps.  When a re-
movable ear cable for one of our reviewers 
got crimped and shorted out, a rep quickly 
replied to an email and immediately prepared 
a shipment with a new cable.

UE adopted a digital manufacturing process 
for its products, including 3D imaging of ear 
canals, digitally scanning ear impressions, and 
3D printing the custom shell for the IEM.  This 
streamlined configuration allows for a com-
petitive turnaround time from anywhere in the 
world – mine were at the door in just over 
two weeks.  VP and General Manager Philippe 
Depallens remarks that “Ultimate Ears [are] 
known for [our] unmatched quality and reli-
ability, and by going digital, we are able to in-
novate more than ever before and deliver our 
customers even more reliability and quality.”

Sounds for Professionals

As performers, listeners, and engineers, drop-
ping up to $2,000 on in-ear monitors is a 
big decision and affects our jobs and perfor-
mance on a daily basis.  At $1,350, the flag-
ship UE 18s provide well-voiced audio from a 
great company that perpetuates its legacy as 
a provider of quality IEMs for the discerning 
professional.

www.pro.ultimateears.com

ultimate Ears uE 18’s, 
Quality iEa’s for the discerning 
Professional Product review 
by Michael Scott DeLancey & Peter Ferguson
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Jack Healey is a world-re-
nowned human rights activist, pioneer, 
and visionary. An effective and innovative 
leader in the human rights movement for 
50 years, Jack helped move the topic 
of human rights from closed-door diplo-
matic negotiations to widespread aware-
ness, public debate, and direct citizen 
action. Colleagues credit him with mak-
ing human rights a major focus of gov-
ernments, advocacy organization, and 
individuals around the world.
Called “Mr. Human Rights” by U.S. News 
and World Report, Jack brought human 
rights to the global stage with his crea-
tive use of media and by enlisting world-
class musical talent as advocates and 
spokespeople. As founder and director 
of Human Rights Action Center for the 
past 23 years, and previously as head 
of Amnesty International for 12 years, 
Jack has been the creative force behind 
numerous, world-wide campaigns that 

have inspired young and old, rich and 
poor to raise their voices for those si-
lenced by oppression and tyranny.
Jack was the creative director for the 
campaign to free Burmese political pris-
oner Aung San Suu Kyi in 2010. Ms. 
Suu Kyi was awarded the Nobel Peace 
Prize in 1991while under house arrest. 
Jack also played a pivotal role in gain-
ing the January 2015 medical release 
of the former president of Taiwan, Mr. 
Chen Shui-Bian, who was suffering 
inhumane prison conditions. 
Jack brought attention to the human 
injustices of apartheid with Nelson 
Mandela and Bishop Desmond Tutu, 
championed the cause to end world 
hunger with Muhammed Ali and Dick 
Gregory, and helped achieve clem-
ency for prisoners around the world 
alongside Meryl Streep, Richard Prior, 
Jamie Lee Curtis, Robin Williams, Will 
Farrell, Richard Dreyfus, and many 
others.
Currently, Jack is the creative di-
rector of the “Free Leonard Peltier 
Campaign,” a video platform featur-
ing celebrity spokespeople and af-
filiated organizations. The effort seeks 
to heighten awareness of Peltier’s 
cause and urges human rights reform 
and access. Videos are launched 
bimonthly and encourage people of 
all ages to join Human Rights Action 
Center in contacting the White House 
or writing to President and First Lady 
Obama in support of clemency for 
Peltier.
In September 2015, Jack published 
his memoir, Create Your Future, with 
Snail Press; a call to action for all 
people, especially youth, to embrace 
social justice initiatives and to be-
come part of a greater human rights 
dialogue. The book elevates the dis-
cussion on issues such as hunger, 
poverty, climate change and civil 
rights. 
Throughout Jack’s many years work-
ing as a human rights activist, he has 
been recognized for his achieve-
ments through numerous prestigious 
awards and honors. These include 
the Bill Graham Award in 1991, the 

1989 Elvis Presley Award for the In-
ternational Rock Tour of the Year, the 
1996 House of Blues Martin Luther 
King Jr.: Spirit of the Dream Award, the 
1985- 1986 MTV Video Music Award 
- Special Recognition, Humanitarian of 
the Year and the Pollstar 1988 Readers 
Poll Award. Jack is also the recipient of 
seven honorary degrees from universi-
ties across the United States.

                  Recipient of the 2016 Just A Bunch 
                                Of Roadies Vanguard Prize
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KATY PERRY / PRISMATIC WORLD TOUR   •   PRODUCTION DESIGN - BAZ HALPIN

On The Road for Over Forty Years

As America’s only 
nationwide wireless 
equipment dealer,  

we provide  
two-way radio rentals,  
solutions and service  

to our customers!
JR Chlamon | V.P. of Sales 

(877) 837-5387
JR@StarbaseJet.com

Ranked within the top 25 on-demand 
private charter operations! 

One of only 5% charter operators 
worldwide to receive the Platinum 
Rating from ARGUS International, Inc. 
for quality and safety. 

24/7/365 Operations with flight watch 
support, full concierge services and 
dedicated personal aviation managers! 

Dedicated charter fleet spanning 
all cabin sizes, with the newest 
technology including on-board WiFi!
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Top dog  award  sponsors

Chapman Freeborn is renowned as a leading provider of aircraft charter to the music indus-
try’s touring elite. Whether it be a helicopter or heavy jet for the artiste party, an airliner for 
the band and crew or a B747 with 100T of production freight, we can move it all, anywhere 
in the world. We have offices on every continent, enabling you to tap into our global buying 
power combined with local knowledge and insight – perfect for global scale tours or local 
festivals. See www.chapman-freeborn.com for more information or reach us at tourteam@
chapman-freeborn.com

At Clair Global we strive every day, at any hour, to exceed our clients’ expectations. Our products are 
constructed from the best materials, by the best people, without compromise. Innovation, attention to 
detail, and unyielding customer support are at the core of Clair Global. Whether the situation calls for 
crystal-clear audio, flawless video or uninterrupted network streams, Clair Global continues to com-
bine innovation, tradition and performance with every system deployed. Our goal is to deliver results 
beyond our clients’ expectations. That’s the Clair Global way.

Platinum  co-sponsors

Gallagher Staging and Productions Inc. provides staging, truss, seating platforms, custom sets, crowd 
control, and custom backdrops. Gallagher users the most cutting-edge techniques and materials that 
are currently used in the aerospace industry for all custom and rental staging. Every item provided is 
scrutinized over, well maintained, and show ready before it hits the production venue.

What are the Top Dog Awards? The Top Dog Awards are bestowed upon the very best of the best in the touring 
community as voted on by their peers. Each year at Tour Link we present the Top Dog Awards Show. The Top Dog 
Awards Show is the most anticipated evening of the Tour Link Conference and wouldn’t be possible if it weren’t for 
the support of our Top Dog Award Show Sponsors!
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Top dog  award  sponsors

Pyrotecnico FX is the recognized leader as an innovative full service special effects, laser, and fire-
works display production company. We amplify excitement and help create that emotional connection 
you want your audiences to feel.

RN Entertainment - We are a Star Coach Leasing company. We focus on absolute luxury touring for 
the artist.

BADGERS! BADGERS! BADGERS! Backstage Passes. BADGERS! BADGERS! BADGERS! We make 
the passes that make the whole world sing. BADGERS! BADGERS! BADGERS!

Stage Door Transportation is a full-service, asset-based production/tour transportation company of-
fering our clients complete North American coverage. Services include national & international multi-
truck touring, dedicated truckload/LTL production transport. As a Federally regulated commercial 
carrier, we are fully insured to carry your high-value cargo. We look forward to quoting your next tour/
production move.

Since 1972 Upstaging has set the standard for theatrical lighting and equipment trucking. Their capa-
bilities far exceed these areas with their production services, event coordination and mobile marketing 
impacting events around the world.
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Accurate Staging is a full service staging and production company with locations in Los An-
geles, Nashville and San Francisco. They specialize in custom stages and sets that are setting 
the standard and feature the most sophisticated rental decking system in the industry. Their 
fabricating team are experts in all areas of design and construction. Accurate Staging offers 
a full service staff that is unmatched in quality and care of all your show needs.

Founded in 1991, All Access delivers the most versatile, durable, and safest staging product across 
the globe. Their services go beyond stage structures; they also specialize in automation and effects, 
LED integration, custom set fabrication, and event production. With locations in three different con-
tinents, there are no limits when it comes to making their clients’ visions a reality. All Access. All the 
time. Don’t even ask.®

goLd  co-sponsors

Since its formation in 1975, Britannia Row Productions has been at the forefront of international audio 
events, whether that be for music tours by The Pink Floyd, Foo Fighters, Peter Gabriel or Royal Blood or 
events such as Live 8, the 2012 London Olympics or the Rugby World Cup. From its base in London 
and through its international affiliations, Britannia Row provides a seamless service, worldwide, for any 
size of event requiring world class audio.

DPS provides full-service entertainment production services with premium quality lighting, sound, 
video, staging equipment and customer service that is second to none. DPS is your one-stop enter-
tainment production services solution. Let our extremely talented team of artists, technicians, sound 
and lighting designers, make your next production a marketable success. DPS offers production solu-
tions for every industry through our specialty divisions DPS Touring, DPS Corporate, DPS Commercial, 
DPS Cinema, and DPS Worship.

Light Vector lasers and Beam Composer are products of Image Engineering. Headquartered in Bal-
timore, Image Engineering is a team of designers, engineers, and staging experts employing a broad 
range of techniques to create first-class spectacular projects with lasers, pyrotechnics, cryogenics, 3D 
projection mapping, LED lighting and custom fabrication.
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A.R. RAHMAN ★ BASTILLE ★ BECK ★ BELLE & SEBASTIAN ★ BEYONCE ★ BLUE MAN GROUP
BOB SEGER ★ BON JOVI ★ BOSTON CALLING MUSIC FESTIVAL ★ CARRIE UNDERWOOD
C H A R L I E  W I L S O N  ★ C O A C H E L L A  M U S I C  F E S T I V A L  ★ D A V E  M A T T H E W S  B A N D
DEATH CAB FOR CUTIE ★ DELAWARE JUNCTION MUSIC FESTIVAL ★ EAGLES ★ EARTH WIND & FIRE
EAUX CLAIRES MUSIC  & ART FESTIVAL ★ ELECTRIC  DAISY CARNIVAL-LAS VEGAS
ELTON JOHN ★ ENRIQUE & P ITBULL ★ FARM AID  ★ FOO F IGHTERS ★ FOREIGNER
I D I N A  M E N Z E L J A M E S  T A Y L O R
J A N E T  J A C K S O N J O F F R E Y  B A L L E T
J O H N  F O G E R T Y J O U R N E Y
J U D A S  P R I E S T K A T Y  P E R R Y
K E L L Y  C L A R K S O N KEVIN HART ★ KID ROCK 
K I S S  ★ L I N K I N  P A R K LOCKN’ MUSIC FESTIVAL
MADONNA ★ MAROON 5 METALLICA ★ MOTLEY CRUE
NFL DRAFT ★ NICKELBACK ★ NICKI MINAJ ★ NOEL GALLAGHER’S HIGH FLYING BIRDS
PAUL MCCARTNEY ★ PHISH ★ SAM SMITH ★ SANTANA ★ SCORPIONS ★ STEVIE WONDER
S T I N G  &  P A U L  S I M O N ★ S U N  C I T Y  M U S I C  F E S T I V A L ★ S Y S T E M  O F  A  D O W N
T H E  G R A T E F U L  D E A D ★ T H E  M A R V E L  E X P E R I E N C E ★ T H E  R O L L I N G  S T O N E S
T H E  W H O  ★ U 2  ★ X  G A M E S  F E S T I V A L  ★ Z A C  B R O W N  B A N D  ★ Z E D D  ★ Z Z  T O P 

PRG.COM
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PRG Music would like to thank 

all of the artists and production 

teams who made us part of  

their touring family in 2015.  

Thanks for a great year. 
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Pyrotek Special Effects - With over 30 years of experience, Pyrotek Special Effects Inc., 
with offices located in the Toronto and Las Vegas areas, is an award winning special effects 
company providing full service innovative design and execution of visionary special effects 
for live productions including stadium and arena tour productions, award shows, festivals, live 
television productions, and much more. We provide full service for North American and World 
Tours, from working with you on the design of the show to providing dedicated, licensed 
technicians to continue working with you day to day while on tour to ensure that the effects 
are safely and professionally executed. Along with special effects, our sister companies Laser 
Design Productions and Aqua Visual FX will provide you with breathtaking laser and water 
screen effects.

Rock-It Cargo is a world-class company in the specialty freight forwarding and logistics industry. With 
200+ employees in 23 offices in the US and around the world, Rock-It is prepared to handle all your 
international, time sensitive, fragile and complicated freight moves.

goLd  co-sponsors

Sound Image is a full service sound reinforcement provider with over 43 years of experience. With our 
experienced staff and state of the art equipment we can provide services for the Touring and entertain-
ment industry as well as corporate events.

Special Event Services - Special Event Services (SES) provides live event support for events of all 
sizes, venues, locations and purposes. As a full service technical production company, SES utilizes 
state-of-the-art production technologies to meet the needs of every client, every time; in a manner 
that exceeds their expectations

Atlanta Rigging provides automated and static rigging equipment to a wide variety of customers in 
different facets of the entertainment industry. We have years of experience managing rigging for tours, 
corporate shows, festivals and large sporting events. ARS also provides rigging services and gear for 
permanent installations of A/V and fall protection, in addition to stocking and selling the highest quality 
rigging equipment used in our industry.

silver  co-sponsors

Super High Output from Dual 12” Lows, four x 6.5” Mids, and 2 x 3” HF Compression Drivers delivering an astounding 140 dB SPL (single unit). Power and far-� eld performance from our 
Patented V-Power Concept (US D500,306 S) and D.P.R.W.G. Wave Guide (EP1532839). Extremely compact package: H 14.3” (363 mm) - W 44.3” (1126 mm) - D 25.8” (655 mm). Very low 
weight: 160 lb (72.5 kg).  E-Z RIG - Lightweight Ergal Aluminum Exoskeletal Rigging System � rst used on the full sized GTO: adds the strength of steel, but keeps weight to a minimum. Same 
foot print as the full sized GTO - makes all hardware and accessories fully compatible. Single point � y frame with one Ton motor rigs up to 12 GTO C-12’s for weight restricted venues.

GTO GTO DF GTO LOW GTO SUB

OUTLINE. THE PASSIONATE PURSUIT OF PERFECTING PRO AUDIO SINCE 1973
OUTLINE ITALY SRL - Tel.: +39 030 35.81.341 - mail to: info@outline.it
OUTLINE NORTH AMERICA LLC - Tel.: 516 249 0013 - mail to: na_sales@outline.it

THE GTO LINE ARRAY FAMILY

www.outline.it

Braun Events provides unparalleled customer service and works with many high-profile clients. As the 
nation’s premier event rental solution company, our only focus is the special event market, not chasing 
storms. Every member of our staff is experienced in the special event business not in other fields. We 
provide services to Concert, Fairs, Festivals, Film, Sporting Events and Tours
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Delicate Productions is a full-service event production company dedicated to outstanding 
results for our clients. Since 1980, we’ve provided superior audio, lighting and multimedia 
services and created world-class events for clients throughout the US. We offer integrated 
services to provide clients with a single source for all of their event production needs.

For over 20 years efficiently and professionally moving entertainment freight to all corners of the globe. 
With offices situated all over the world, be it by land, air or sea, we can move cargo from A to B (and 
even to Z if required).

silver  co-sponsors

Large Screen Video Imaging (LSV) - Our technical expertise, project management, and support ser-
vices for system design, transport, power and rigging specifications, set-up and technical operations, 
safety, maintenance, and dismantle management are integral to the full service approach LSV brings 
to every project.

Mojo Barriers is the leading international supplier of stage barrier systems, setting the industry stand-
ards for live events including festivals, tours, sporting and cultural occasions. Mojo’s continual invest-
ment and R&D results in proprietary barriers which are proven, adaptable and reliable. Mojo combines 
these high-quality barrier systems with an expansive knowledge of crowd management and crowd 
control, and experienced project managers. Bespoke customer service is at the heart of Mojo’s ap-
proach, liaising with clients to design tailored barrier configurations – always with safety, speed and 
communication as the highest priorities. Offering an international network, Mojo Barriers has been the 
trusted global stage barrier resource for over twenty years.

10 time “Coach Company of the Year” award winner! Senators has been in business since 1979. We 
consistently provide the best in coaches, drivers, and tour support, year in year out. Luxury, quality, 
experience and reliability, that is how we roll. You know who we are. We aren’t going anywhere. 2011 
and 2012 coaches available now. All-in pricing option. Get on-board the Senators Silver Train!

For over thirty years now, Stage Call has provided ground transportation for a diverse range of projects 
from concert touring to corporate events, from multiple truck tours with leapfrogging systems to the 
most intimate of single truck endeavors. We’re pleased to say that we have successfully provided 
services for thousands of customers, and that Stage Call continues to thrive, evolve and excel as an 
industry leader in entertainment transportation.

Worldwide designers and providers of live special effects for the concert/touring industry. Specializes in 
pyrotechnics, lasers, flame effects, cryogenics/CO2 effects, streamers/confetti and all around mischief 
making.
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bronze  co-sponsors

Top dog   Cocktail   sponsor

TOURtech provides IT support and temporary network connectivity for 
special events, festivals, and high-tech productions. We design a custom 
network for each event, distributing the internet connection across the 
site. Using an array of networking gear and advanced engineering ex-
pertise, bandwidth is concentrated on the areas where it is needed the 
most, such as public wifi zones, live video streams, ticket scanners, box 
offices, production compounds, credit card machines, ATMs, social media 
lounges, and point-of-sale locations.

For more information on our Top Dog Award Bronze Co-Sponsors, please visit our website at www.tourlinkconference.com

Just a bunch of roadies 
vanguard prize sponsor

Special thanks to Beat The Street Band

& Crew Bussing for their support of the 

Just A Bunch of Roadies Vanguard

Prize!
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WE PROVIDE LUXURY TRAVEL 
FOR INTERNATIONAL ARTISTS

+44 (0)1964 563464   www.mmbandservices.co.uk   enquiries@mmbandservices.co.uk

WE SPECIALISE IN BAND BUS 
& CREW BUS SERVICES 
FOR THE MUSIC INDUSTRY COVERING UK & EUROPE.
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Categories & Nominees for 2016
TOP DOG AWARDS

Transportation & Accommodations 
• Ground Transportation
Avalon Transportation
Beat the Street
Daitz Personal Logistics
EmpireCLS
Enterprise Rent-A-Car / Entertainment Division
MCAR, A Midway Company
• Air Charter
Air Partner
Apollo Jets
Bigfly Aviation
Chapman Freeborn
Jet Productions Worldwide Inc
TourJet
Victor
• Coach Company - North America
Diamond Coaches
Florida Coach
Hemphill Brothers
Nitetrain Coach
Senators Coaches
Taylor Tours
• Coach Company - International
Beat the Street
Coach Services
MM Bandservices
Phoenix Bussing
• Coach Driver
Dwayne Harper, Hemphill Brothers - Journey, 
Bette Midler, Janet Jackson
Frank Pendleton, Musical Coaches - R5
Geoff O'Connell, Senators Coaches - Fleetwood 
Mac
Jay Tonini, Florida Coach - Ariana Grande
Ken Norris, Florida Coach - Mannheim Steam-
roller, Florence and the Machine
Mike Mallatt, Senators Coaches - REO Speed-
wagon, Brian Setzer Orchestra
Russell Brisby, Independent - Joey and Rory
Ryan Taylor, Celebrity Coaches - John Legend

• Trucking Company - North America
Egotrips Inc
Janco Ltd
SET
SOS Transportation
Stage Call
Upstaging Inc.
• Trucking Company - International
Edwin Shirley
Redburn Transfer Ltd
Stage Truck
Trans Am Trucking Ltd
Trucking Service GmbH
• Truck Driver
Chad McKnight Upstaging Inc. - Shania
Chris Tyler Stage Call - Bette Midler, Pitbull, 
Juanez
Glen Lutner Ozark Mountain - Charlie Wilson, 
Chris Brown
Jerry Martin SET - Darius Rucker
Mac McLear Egotrips - The Who, Rush
Mark Beasley SOS Transportation - Journey
• Freight Forwarding
A.C.E.S.
EFM Worldwide
Horizon Entertainment Cargo
Rock-it Cargo
Sound Moves
Shockwave Cargo
• Travel Agent
Andy Leeds, ProTravel - Eagles, Shania Twain
Lori Tierney & Wendy Overs Stephenson , 
SOS - ACDC, U2
Michelle Kramer, Air Apparent - The Who
Misi Lopez Lecube, Altour - Metric
Nick Gold, Entertainment Travel - Alice 
Cooper
Robin Parker, Executravel - John Legend
Tracy Williams, Travel Like A Rockstar - Bruno 
Mars
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Categories & Nominees for 2016  TOP DOG AWARDS

• Entertainment Hotel East
Hutton Hotel Nashville
Sheraton Nashville Downtown
The London NYC
The Ritz-Carlton New York
Waldorf Astoria New York
• Hotel Rep East
Jennifer Adams, Hutton Hotel
Leslie Havens, Crowne Plaza St Louis
Rob Dellibovi, Dream Hotels
William Bullens, Sheraton Nashville Downtown
• Entertainment Hotel West
Coast Anabelle Hotel
Four Seasons Los Angeles at Beverly Hills
Le Parc Suite Hotel
Luxe City Center Hotel
Sunset Marquis
• Hotel Rep West
Ashley Ponciroli, Luxe City Center
Barry Podob, Le Parc Suite Hotel
Chad Schyvincht, Hotel Zelos
Klaus Messner, Sunset Marquis
• Venue
Bridgestone Arena
Fabulous Forum (Los Angeles)
Hollywood Bowl
Madison Square Garden
Red Rocks Amphitheater
Santa Barbara Bowl
Production & Service Companies
• Backstage Pass & Itinerary Company
Access Event Solutions
Cube Services Inc.
Tour Badgers Co.
• Case Company
Backstage Custom Cases
Jan-Al Cases
M.T. Custom Cases
R & R Cases
• Catering Company
Dega Catering
Eat to the Beat
Eat Your Hearts Out
Latitude 45 Catering

• Lighting Company
Bandit Lites
Christie Lites
PRG
Upstaging Inc.
VER
• Pyro-Special Effects Company
Pyro Engineering
Pyrotecnico FX
Pyrotek Special Effects
Strictly FX Ltd.
• Radio & Communications Company
AAA Communications LLC
Backstage Networks
BearCom
Empire Touring
Road Radios
• Regional Production Company - East
Bill Kenney Productions
Clearwing Productions
Majestic Productions Inc
Morris
Rainbow Production Services
SES (Special Event Services)
• Regional Production Company - West
Brown Note Productions Inc
Clearwing Productions
Delicate Productions Inc
Schubert Systems
• Rehearsal Facility
Bridgestone Arena
CenterStaging
Mates Inc
Rock Lititz Studio
Soundcheck Nashville
Third Encore
• Rigging Company
Atlanta Rigging Systems
Five Points Production Services
Reed Rigging Inc
SGPS Showrig Inc.
Stage Rigging
• Set Construction Company
Accurate Staging & Productions Inc.
All Access Staging & Productions Inc.
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Categories & Nominees for 2016  TOP DOG AWARDS

Gallagher Staging & Production Inc.
SGPS Inc.
Tait Towers
• Sound Company
Clair Global
Eighth Day Sound Systems Inc
OSA International
Sound Image
VER
• Staging Company
All Access Staging & Productions Inc
G2 Structures
Gallagher Staging
Mountain Productions Inc
MSR
Stageco Staging Group
Tait Towers
• Video Company
Colonel Tom Touring
Media Solutions
Moo TV
PRG Nocturne
Screenworks NEP
VER
• Tour Support Services
Braun Events
Concert Chairs
EPS America
Eventric
Heidi's Fabulous Fatigue Fighters
HUB International
Star Gift Alliance
Tour Supply
Touring Personnel
• Guitar/Bass Tech
Aaron "AJ" Srybnik - Brantley Gilbert, 
Rihanna
Adam Day - Journey
Dallas Shoo - U2
David Graef - Rascal Flatts
John "Badge" Chidley - Janet Jackson
Sammy Bones - Miranda Lambert
Shane Johnson - Imagine Dragons
Takumi Suetsugu - Nickelback, TSO

• Drum Tech
Andy Hujdich - Lady Antebellum
Eric Kane - Imagine Dragons
Jeff Diffner - Def Leppard
Joe Dorosz - Shania Twain
Lorne Wheaton - Rush
Mickey Wade - Panic at the Disco, Chris Brown
Robbie Cope - Big Sean, Smashmouth
Steve Rinkov - Fleetwood Mac
• Keyboard Tech
Brent Jeffers - Journey
Bruce Hendrix - Fleetwood Mac
Jeff Irwin - Lady Antebellum
Jeffrey "Thunder" Mays - John Legend
Marc VanGool - Linkin Park
Mark Hull - Rascal Flatts
Michael Klvana - Billy Joel
Terry Lawless - U2
• Wardrobe/Dressing Room Coordinator
Abby Franklin - Katy Perry, Drake
Leslie Mortimer - Def Leppard
Melissa Agee - Van Halen, Fleetwood Mac, Boston
Sari Miller - Brian Setzer Orchestra
Skot Harris - Linkin Park
• Front of House
Brad Divens - Enrique Iglesias
Brad Madix - Rush
Ken "Pooch" Van Druten - Linkin Park
Paul Boothroyd - ACDC
Pete Keppler - Katy Perry
Pete Healey - Luke Bryan
Scott Eisenberg - Imagine Dragons
Steve Cross - Kid Rock
• Lighting Designer
Butch Allen - Eric Church, Paramore, Eagles
Charlie "Cosmo" Wilson - ACDC
Chris Lisle - Miranda Lambert
LeRoy Bennett - Maroon 5, Cheek to Cheek (Lady 
Gaga & Tony Bennett)
Paul "Arlo" Guthrie - Fleetwood Mac, Van Halen
Sooner Routhier - Imagine Dragons, Shinedown, 
Justin Moore
• Lighting Director/Operator
Andre Petrus - Shania Twain
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Categories & Nominees for 2016  TOP DOG AWARDS

Charlie "Cosmo" Wilson - ACDC
Ethan Webber - Rolling Stones
Kevin Christopher - Journey
Mitchell Schellenger - Imagine Dragons
Wally Lees - Paul Mc Cartney
• Merchandiser
Andy "Fez" Altieri - Celtic Woman
Charles Midge Midgely - Shania Twain
Nick Alexander - Eagles Of Death Metal
Richard Carter - U2
• Monitor Engineer
Andy Hill - Zac Brown Band
Chris Newsom - Miranda Lambert
Kevin "Tater" McCarthy - Linkin Park
Pete Roberts - REO Speedwagon
• Production Designer
Baz Halpin - Katy Perry, Taylor Swift
Bruce Rodgers - Premier Boxing Champions, Super 
Bowl, Lady Antebellum
Butch Allen - Eagles, Paramore
Chris Lisle - Miranda Lambert
LeRoy Bennett - Janet Jackson, Maroon 5
• Promoter Rep
Andrew Craig
Joe Battle
John Merritt
Keith Keller
Matt Schneider
Nigel Buchan
Steve Lawler
Tim McKenna
• Rigger
Chuck Melton - Katy Perry, U2
Danny Machado - Shania Twain
Jerry Ritter - Rush
Ken Mitchell - Eagles
Yader Mena - Premier Boxing Champions, Rihanna
• Set Designer
Baz Halpin - Nick Jonas
Bruce Rodgers - Dierks Bentley, Super Bowl
Bryan Hartley - TSO
Chris Lisle - Miranda Lambert
ES Devlin & Ric Lipson - U2
Raj Kapoor - Shania Twain

• Stage Manager
Anthony Giordano - Dave Matthews 
Band
Fred Yanda - Miranda Lambert
J "J Dot" Dennis - Imagine Dragons
Rocko Reedy - U2
Scott Nordvold - Journey
Sean Robinson - Shania Twain
Steve Roman - Chris Brown
• Video Designer
Chris Keating - Def Leppard
Mike Drew - Rascal Flatts
Paul Becher - Paul McCartney
Scott Scovill - Garth Brooks, Brad Paisley
• Video Director/Operator
John Breslin - Garth Brooks, Brad Paisley
Larn Poland - Janet Jackson
Mike Drew - Rascal Flatts
Mike Duque - ACDC
Skip Twitchell - Linkin Park
Smasher Desmedt - U2
Steve Fatone - Rolling Stones, Bruno 
Mars
• Tour Accountant
David "5-1" Norman - Charlie Wilson, 
Toni Braxton
DC Parmet - Elton John
Ina Jacobs - One Direction
Judd White - Pitbull, Kanye West, Nicki 
Minaj
Kenny Silva - Journey
Liam Burt - Rush, Muse
Mark Aurelio - Sting, Luis Miguel
Pete Merluzzi - ACDC
• Production Coordinator/Assistant
Debbie Taylor - U2
Derek Wilson - Janet Jackson, Bette 
Midler, Cher
Joe Skarzynski - Linkin Park, Rihanna
Marie Claire Cazorla - Goo Goo Dolls, 
Brian Setzer Orchestra
Meg MacRae - Shania Twain
Melissa Allgood - Linkin Park
Misty Roberts - Enrique Iglesias, Bruno 
Mars
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• Production Manager - Young Gun
Arthur Switzer - Justin Moore
Chris Villanueva - Krewella
Daniel Gibson - Twenty-One Pilots
Kevin Twist - Hunter Hayes
Patrick "Paddy" Hocken - Kings of Leon
Richard Young - Ricky Martin
Rob DeCeglio - The Weeknd
Taylor Wettlaufer - Charlie Puth
• Production Manager
Dale "Opie" Skjerseth - ACDC, Rolling Stones
Jim Digby - Linkin Park
John "Bugzee" Hougdahl - Shania Twain
Malcolm Weldon - Janet Jackson
Marc Engel - Chicago
Michael Richter - REO Speedwagon
• Tour Manager - Young Gun
Curt Jenkins - Lady Antebellum, Miranda Lambert

Michael Gibson - Twenty-One Pilots
Shaun Hoffman - Bruno Mars
Taylor Wettlaufer - Charlie Puth, Jason Derulo
Victoria Zanghi - Cage the Elephant
William Bracey - 5th Harmony
• Tour Manager
Adriane Biondo - Janet Jackson
Angie Warner - Imagine Dragons
Jerome Crooks - Linkin Park
Marty Hom - Van Halen, Fleetwood Mac, Boston
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pyrotekfx.com
CONNECT WITH US

Pyrotek’s goal is to deliver world class 
solutions with the highest standards 
of professionalism, accountability and 
efficiency on a global scale. We have an 
over- riding sense of purpose in what 
we do and what our clients are striving 
to achieve: timeless moments for their 
audience. A great show can change the 
lives of people, events and histories.

At Pyrotek our mission is to push the 
limits of our craft so that our clients can 
keep Bringing Live Alive.

FLAMES

ATMOSPHERICS

PYROTECHNICS

LASERS
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P R O V E N  P E R F O R M E R .

With so many people counting on you for their comfort and safety on the road, the choice in motorcoaches is 

clear. Prevost is the leader in the entertainment industry for good reason. We offer unmatched design, handling, 

performance, and reliability that make everyone’s job easier. Nobody goes the extra mile like we do.

The u l t imate c lass.

For more information
Steve Zeigler, Director of Business Development
800.837.0895 or visit www.prevostcar.com

Prevost Service Locator Mobile App
Available for iPhone and Android
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